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Abstract
A tower of global function fields :F = (FI, F2' ... ) is an infinite tower of separable ex-
tensions of algebraic function fields of one variable such that the constituent function
fields have the same (finite) field of constants and the genus of these tend to infinity.
A study can be made of the asymptotic behaviour of the ratio of the number of places
of degree one over the genus of FJWq as i tends to infinity. A tower is called asymp-
totically good if this limit is a positive number. The well-known Drinfeld- Vladut
bound provides a general upper bound for this limit.
In practise, asymptotically good towers are rare. While the first examples were
non-explicit, we focus on explicit towers of function fields, that is towers where equa-
tions recursively defining the extensions Fi+d F; are known. It is known that if the
field of constants of the tower has square cardinality, it is possible to attain the
Drinfeld- Vladut upper bound for this limit, even in the explicit case. If the field of
constants does not have square cardinality, it is unknown how close the limit of the
tower can come to this upper bound.
In this thesis, we will develop the theory required to construct and analyse the
asymptotic behaviour of explicit towers of function fields. Various towers will be
exhibited, and general families of explicit formulae for which the splitting behaviour
and growth of the genus can be computed in a tower will be discussed. When the
necessary theory has been developed, we will focus on the case of towers over fields of
non-square cardinality and the open problem of how good the asymptotic behaviour
of the tower can be under these circumstances.
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Opsomming
'n Toring van globale funksieliggame F = (FI, F2' ... ) is 'n oneindige toring van
skeibare uitbreidings van algebraïese funksieliggame van een veranderlike sodat die
samestellende funksieliggame dieselfde (eindige) konstante liggaam het en die genus
streef na oneindig. 'n Studie kan gemaak word van die asimptotiese gedrag van die
verhouding van die aantal plekke van graad een gedeel deur die genus van Fi/F q soos
i streef na oneindig. 'n Toring word asimptoties goed genoem as hierdie limiet 'n
positiewe getal is. Die bekende Drinfeld- Vladut grens verskaf 'n algemene bogrens
vir hierdie limiet.
In praktyk is asimptoties goeie torings skaars. Terwyl die eerste voorbeelde nie
eksplisiet was nie, fokus ons op eksplisiete torings, dit is torings waar die vergelyk-
ings wat rekursief die uitbreidings Fi+d F; bepaal bekend is. Dit is bekend dat as
die kardinaliteit van die konstante liggaam van die toring 'n volkome vierkant is, dit
moontlik is om die Drinfeld- Vladut bogrens vir die limiet te behaal, selfs in die ek-
splisiete geval. As die konstante liggaam nie 'n kwadratiese kardinaliteit het nie, is
dit onbekend hoe naby die limiet van die toring aan hierdie bogrens kan kom.
In hierdie tesis salons die teorie ontwikkel wat benodig word om eksplisiete torings
van funksieliggame te konstrueer, en hulle asimptotiese gedrag te analiseer. Verskeie
torings sal aangebied word en algemene families van eksplisiete formules waarvoor die
splitsingsgedrag en groei van die genus in 'n toring bereken kan word, sal bespreek
word. Wanneer die nodige teorie ontwikkel is, salons fokus op die geval van torings
oor liggame waarvan die kardinaliteit nie 'n volkome vierkant is nie, en op die oop
probleem aangaande hoe goed die asimptotiese gedrag van 'n toring onder hierdie
omstandighede kan wees.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Two of the most fundamental properties of an algebraic function field F/ K are the
number of places of degree one and the genus. For global function fields, these are
bounded in terms of each other by the celebrated Hasse- Weil theorem. One can start
making separable extensions of a field FI' and obtain an infinite tower FI ~ F2 ~
F3 ~ ... of them. Under certain simple conditions, we will call this a tower offunction
fields, denoted by F, over K.
For the largest part of this dissertation, we will be assuming we are working with
global function fields, that is function fields F / Kwhere K is a finite field. We will, for
the most part, be interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the number of places of
degree one relative to the genus in a tower F. This will lead us towards investigating
the quantity
A (F) = lim N (Fi)
Hoo 9 (Fi)
where N (Fi) denotes the number of places of degree one and 9 (Fi) the genus of Fi] K.
Restricting our attention to global function fields, the Hasse- Weil theorem provides
an upper bound for A (F), by bounding N (Fi). This upper bound was improved
significantly by Drinfeld and Vladut [35]. The number A (F) is bounded above by
A (q) = lim sup Nq (g)
g-too 9
if F is defined over lFq, where Nq (g) denotes the maximal number of places of degree
one which can be attained in a function field of genus g. It becomes an interesting
problem to investigate how close A (q) can come to the Drinfeld-Vládu] bound. Many
of the constructions we will discuss have improved lower bounds for the quantity A (q)
for specific q, by constructing a tower F having an improved limit A (F), over lFq.
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The asymptotic properties of towers of algebraic function fields were put in the
spotlight after Goppa [14] came up with the idea of associating an error-correcting
code with a linear system on an algebraic curve over a finite field. This led to the
construction of the first codes attaining the Gilbert- Varshamov bound from coding
theory. This unexpected link between coding theory and algebraic geometry revived
much interest in the field of counting points on curves, as is apparent from the wealth
of papers produced after this landmark result. As we can translate results on non-
singular algebraic curves to function fields, this explains much of the interest in towers
of function fields since 1981. To be useful towards the aim of yielding asymptotically
good codes, a tower F must be asymptotically good, that is A (F) > o. Practical
implementation of the code also requires explicit equations for each extension step in
the tower.
While the applications to coding theory created much of the original motivation
for the construction of asymptotically good towers, the aim of our discussions will
not be to apply these constructions of towers to the construction of codes. The
problem of constructing asymptotically good towers of function fields is certainly a
worthy and interesting problem in its own right, as is made clear by the abundance
of mathematicians working in this field. To further this point, it is interesting to
note that the applications of explicit asymptotically good towers are certainly not
limited to coding theory. One such example is a 1999 paper by Ballet [1] in which
the bilinear complexity of multiplication in extensions of lFq is bounded by using an
explicit asymptotically optimal tower.
Many asymptotically good non-explicit towers were constructed after the initial
impetus to do so in the early 1980's. Ihara [15] constructed, over any finite field of
square cardinality, a non-explicit tower of function fields which attains the Drinfeld-
Vladut bound by employing modular curves. Attention turned to improving results
over fields of non-square cardinality, and Serre [26] proved the existence of asymptoti-
cally good towers over every finite field by providing a general, but weak, lower bound
for A (F). Xing and Niederreiter used class field towers [20] and narrow ray class fields
[21] to prove the existence of some asymptotically good towers with improved lower
bounds for A (F). Zink [36] provided improvements in certain special cases when the
cardinality of the field of constants is not a square.
It then came as a surprise in 1995, when Garda and Stichtenoth [9] exhibited an
explicit tower of Artin-Schreier extensions over any finite field of square cardinality
which met the upper bound of Drinfeld and Vladut. This construction was followed
by another optimal construction by them the following year in [10]. In 1997 Garcia,
2
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Stichtenoth and Thomas [13] exhibited explicit asymptotically good Kummer towers
over every finite field, which also meet the Drinfeld- Vladut bound over some finite
fields.
The problem remained to improve the limit A for towers defined over a non-square
finite field. Methods to obtain lower bounds in this case were suggested by Garda,
Stichtenoth and Thomas [13] for tamely ramified towers, and generalized by Van
der Merwe [34] to be useful even in wildly ramified towers. Dealalikar [2] provided a
large family of explicit towers where the extensions are made using equations involving
symmetric and quasi-symmetric functions. This family of constructions allow for easy
computation of the genus and number of places of degree one in the extension field.
In 2001, Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt [32] constructed an explicit tower of Artin-
Schreier extensions over lFs which is asymptotically good, and a vast improvement for
the known bounds over that field.
The aim of this thesis will be to develop the theory necessary to discuss the
construction of some of the above-mentioned explicit asymptotically good towers. In
Chapter 2, we will introduce some of the theory leading up to the Hurwitz genus
formula for function fields, based on the exposition of Stichtenoth [27]. From there
on, we will assume that we are working with global function fields, and consider
specific extension types of function fields. We will exhibit results on the calculation
of the different exponent, and cite formulae for the genus and splitting behaviour of
places in Kummer, Artin-Schreier and linearized extensions. These will be essential
as they will be used extensively in the constructions of the later chapters. We will
then prove the first asymptotic result, the Drinfeld- Vladut bound.
Chapter 3 will introduce some preliminary properties of towers. We will discuss
some of the asymptotic bounds given by non-explicit towers, in order to compare
them with the explicit towers we will construct. Garda and Stichtenoth's asymp-
totically optimal tower (over fields of square cardinality) will be discussed. We will
show that asymptotically good (but not necessarily optimal) towers exist over an
arbitrary finite field by considering two towers of Kummer extensions of Garda and
Stichtenoth, which were subsequently generalized by Deolalikar. As these towers are
tamely ramified, we show some results which simplify the analysis of the asymptotic
behaviour for tamely ramified towers, and a generalization by Van der Merwe which
makes essentially the same method applicable to certain wildly ramified towers.
At this stage, most of the available explicit towers are based on explicit equations
involving the trace and norm. Deolalikar's work on using extensions involving sym-
metric and quasi-symmetric functions is discussed in Chapter 4. Most of the known
3
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explicit extensions are so-called trace-norm (Hermitian) constructions, but the no-
tions of symmetry and quasi-symmetry widen the scope considerably, providing ex-
plicit equations for extensions of function fields over arbitrary finite fields where the
usual trace-norm constructions can be generalized considerably. The necessary the-
ory is also developed to make it possible to calculate the genus and number of places
of degree one of the extension field precisely for the case of symmetric extensions.
For quasi-symmetric extensions, we are able to split all places, but the calculation
of the genus becomes difficult. For this reason, much of the emphasis of the latter
part of this chapter is concerned with splitting as many places as possible in an ex-
tension, rather than minimizing the genus. This yields high N (Fi) / [Fi : FIl ratios
rather than high N (Fi) /g (Fi) ratios. The splitting behaviour of one such family of
extensions, which could be named a trace-subtracé extension of the rational function
field, is advocated by Deolalikar to be a more natural generalization of the Hermitian
function field, and which need not be defined over a field of square cardinality.
In Chapter 5 we begin a discussion of Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's tower
of function fields over lFg. This shows an asymptotically good tower, composed of
explicit (Artin-Schreier) extensions which, while it does not quite meet the Drinfeld-
Vladut bound, comes very close. We continue to show that this wildly ramified tower
can alternatively be shown to be asymptotically good (with a weaker lower bound)
by using Van der Merwe's method for wildly ramified towers. We then extend the
field of constants to (the non-square) lF5I2 and show that the tower obtained in this
way improves the lower bounds given by Xing and Niederreiter's non-explicit con-
structions over this finite field. Computer-aided results showing candidate equations
for other explicit towers over small non-square fields are given by searching for such
equations with good splitting behaviour, and equations are obtained for several cases
in characteristic two, as well as two families of completely splitting extensions in If27.
The splitting behaviour of these extensions are illustrated using splitting graphs. The
latter two sections of this chapter and the computational results obtained therein are
original work.
Appendix A presents some of the introductory elements of the theory of algebraic
function fields. As these are rather standard results, proofs of the results stated there
are mostly omitted. Appendix B contains some of the calculations done and programs
written using the MAGMA computational algebra system.
4
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
We will briefly introduce some key notions involving differentials on algebraic func-
tion fields, canonical divisors, the Riemann-Roch Theorem, and derive the Hurwitz
genus formula in order to create the machinery with which to calculate the genera of
extensions of function fields. We will also look at specific families of extensions, in
order to handle calculations on constructions in subsequent chapters. The exposition
given here is based on that of Stichtenoth [27], and is provided as a convenience to
lay the groundwork for the foundation we will require for the later chapters.
Definition 2.1. An adele of the function field FIKis a mapping
a : { S (FIK) -+
P I----t ap
F
such that ap E Op for almost all PES (FIK).
The adele space of FIK is defined as
AF := {a: a is an adele of FIK},
which can be regarded as a vector space over K. We can regard any element of the
adele space as an element of the direct product ITPES(F/K) F and hence we write
a = (ap)PES(F/K) = (ap).
The principal adele of an element x E F is the adele a = (X)PES(F/K)' thereby
giving an embedding F Y AF. Valuations Vp on FIK extend naturally from F to
AF by setting Vp (a) := Vp (ap). Note that the extension of Vp to AF is a natural
extension as a map, but is not a valuation. We do however still denote it by Vp. By
definition, Vp (a) 2: 0 for all but finitely many PES (FI K).
5
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Definition 2.2. For A E Div(F) we define
AF (A) := {a E AF: vp (a) 2: -Vp (A) for all PES (FIK)},
which is a K -subspace of AF.
We also briefly recall some of the definitions concerning Weil differentials.
Definition 2.3. A Weil differential of FIK is a K -linear map w : AF ----t K van-
ishing on (AF (A) + F) for some divisor A E Div(F). Let
OF:= {w: w is a Weil differential of FIK}
be the module of Weil differentials of FIK (which can be regarded as a K -uectot
space), and
OF (A) := {w E OF : w vanishes on AF (A) + F}
a subspace of OF.
OF is a vector space over F, when considering that for x E F and w E OF,
(xw) (a) := w (xa) is again a Weil differential of FIK. As w vanishes on AF (A) + F,
it follows that xw vanishes on AF (A + (x)) + F. It can be shown that OF is in fact
a one-dimensional vector space over F.
Definition 2.4. The divisor (w) of a Weil differential w -# 0 is the uniquely deter-
mined divisor of FIK so that ifw vanishes on AF (A) +F, then A::; (w). For a proof
that this is indeed well-defined, consult [27, 1.5.1OJ.
We define Vp (w) := Vp ((w)), and identify a place PES (FI K) as a zero (resp.
pole) of w if Vp (w) > 0 (resp. Vp (w) < 0). We call w regular at P if Vp (w) 2: 0,
and w is called regular if it is regular at every PES (FIK). We call the divisor W
a canonical divisor of FIK if W = (w) for some w E OF'
It can be shown that (xw) = (x) + (w) for 0 -# x E F and 0 -# w E OF. Moreover,
if Wi and W2 are any two canonical divisors of FIK, then Wi f'V W2, i.e. they are
equivalent as elements of the divisor class group Cl (F).
For an arbitrary A E Div (F) and a canonical divisor W = (w) of FI K, it can be
shown that the mapping
Il- : { i: (W - A) ----t OF (A)
x f-----t XW
is an isomorphism of K-vector spaces. We have
6
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Theorem 2.5 (Riemann-Roch). Let W be a canonical divisor of FIK. Then, for
any A E Div (F), we have
dim A = deg A + 1 - 9 + dim (W - A) .
Corollary 2.6. For a canonical divisor W, we have
deg W = 2g - 2 and dim W = g.
Hence, by Riemann-Roch, if deg A 2: 2g - 1 we must have deg (W - A) < 0,
implying that dim (W - A) = 0, i.e. dim A = deg A + 1 - g.
A useful characterization of a canonical divisor is that
W is canonical {::::::}deg W = 2g - 2 and dim W 2: g. (2.0.1)
2.1 The Hurwitz Formula
A common problem arising in the study of extensions of function fields, is the cal-
culation of the genus. We will discuss the derivation of the Hurwitz genus formula,
with which we can calculate the genus of finite extensions of algebraic function fields.
Let FIK be an algebraic function field, F'I F a finite separable extension, and K'
the constant field of F'. It is clear that K'IKis a fini te separable extension as well.
Definition 2.7. For PES (FI K), let O~ denote the integral closure of Op in F'.
Then the set
Cp := {z E F/: TrF'/F (zO~) ~ Op}
is called the complementary module over Op.
Note that Cp is trivially an O~-module and O~ ~ Cp since TrF'/F (O~) ~ Op.
Proposition 2.8. If {z!, ... , zn} is an integral basis of O~ over Op, then
n
Cp = LOP' z;
i=!
where {z~ , ... , z~} is the dual basis of {z!, ... , zn}. (The dual basis is a basis { z~ , ... , z~} ~
F' such that TrF'/F (ZiZ;) = bij, the Kronecker symbol.)
7
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Proof. (~) :Consider Z E Cp. As {z;, ... , z~} is a basis of F' / F, there exist
Xl, ... , xn E F with Z = 2:7=1 XiZ;. Since Z E Cp and Zl, ... , Zn E O~, TrF'jF (ZZj) E Op
for 1 < j S; n, Then
TrF'jF (ZZj) = TrF'jF (2:7=lXiZ;Zj)
= ~n Xi' TrF'jF (Z;Zj)L.....,.z=l
Therefore Xj E Op and zE 2:7=lOP' z;.
(2) :Let Z = 2:7=1 XiZ; E 2:7=1 Op' z;, and U = 2:7=1 YjZj E O~. Then
and hence Z E Cp. o
Proposition 2.9. There is an element tE F' (depending on P) such that Cp = t·O~.
Moreover Vp' (t) ::; 0 for any pIIP; and t is unique up to Vp' (t) for PIIP.
Proof. By Proposition 2.8 we know that Cp = 2:7=1 Op . Ui for some Ui E F'.
By the Approximation Theorem we can choose X E F such that U]» (x) ~ 0 and
Vp (x) ~ + U]» (Ui) for all pIIP and 1 ::; i ::;ti. Then
v> (XUi) = e (PilP) . Vp (x) + Vp' (ui) ~ 0
for all pIIP and 1 ::; i ::;ti, and it follows that xCp ~ O~. xCp is an ideal of O~, and
hence xCp = yO~ for some Y E O~, since O~ is a principal ideal domain. Taking
t = x-ly we have Cp = t- O~. Since O~ ~ Cp, it follows that Vp' (t) ::; 0 for all PIIP.
Finally
tO~ = t'O~ {:::=} t (t')-l E O~ and i+t' E O~
{:::=} vp' (t (t')-l) ~ 0 and U]» (t-lt') ~ 0 for all pIIP
{:::=} Vp' (t) = U]» (t') for all PIIP.
o
Proposition 2.10. Cp = O~ for almost all PE S(F/K).
8
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Proof. Taking any basis {ZI, .. " zn} of F'I F, we know that both itself and its
dual basis {z;, ... ,z~} are integral bases for almost all P E S(FIK), by [27, III.3.6].
So, the basis {ZI' ... , zn} and its dual basis are simultaneously integral for almost all
PES (FIK), which using Theorem 2.8 yields the desired result. 0
Definition 2.11. Consider a place PES (FIK) and the integral closure O~ of Op
in F'. Let Cp = t . O~ be the complementary module over Op. Then, for pIIP, we
define the different exponent of P' over P by
d (PIlP) = -VP' (t) .
By Proposition 2.9, d (PIlP) is independent of the choice of t, and hence well-
defined. Moreover we have that d (PIlP) 2 0, and Proposition 2.10 implies that
d (PIlP) = 0 for almost all PES (FI K), for Cp = 1· O~ for almost all PES (FI K).
We can therefore define the divisor
Diff(F'IF):= L Ld(PIIP)PI,
PES(FIK) P'IP
which is called the different of F'I F. Observe that Diff (F' I F) is a positive divisor
of F'.
A useful characterization of the complementary module Cp is that, for Z E F' we
have
zE Cp ~ vp' (z) 2 -d (PIlP) for all PIIP.
We define
AF'IF := {a E AF' : ap' = aQ' whenever P' n F = Q' n F}
which is an F'-subspace of AF" AF' IF consists of adeles with values at places lying
above a given place PES (FIK) being equal. We can extend the trace map TrF'lF :
F' ----t F to an F-linear map (which we denote again by TrF'IF) from AF'IF to AF
by
T . { AF'IF ----t AFrF'IF·
a = (ap') f----7 (Tr F' I F (a p' ) )
for any place PIIP. The image is an adele, since ap' E Op' for almost all P' E
S(F'IK') implies that TrF'IF(ap') E Op for almost all P E S(FIK). We want to
show that given a Weil differential w of FIK, we can lift it in a unique way to a Weil
differential w' of F'I K' such that
TrK'IK (W' (a)) = w (TrF'IF (a))
9
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for any a E AF' IF. We call this Weil differential w'the cotrace of w in F'I F, and it
is denoted by CotrF' IF (w). Moreover we will show that we then have that
(w') = ConF'lF ((w)) + Diff (F' IF)
(if w =1= 0) which gives us a way to relate the canonical divisors of the function fields
F'IK' and FIK. We will do this in several steps:
Lemma 2.12. For any C' E Div (F'), we have AF' = AF'IF + AF' (C').
Proof. Let a = (ap') E AF'. By the Approximation Theorem, for all P E
S(FIK), there exists Xp E F' with
vp, (ap' - xp) ~ =v> (C') for all P'IP.
If we set (3 := ((3p') with (3p' = Xp whenever pIIP, then (3 E AF'IF and a - (3 =
(ap' - xP)p'IP,P'ES(F'IK') E AF' (C'). Since a = (3 + (a - (3), the result follows. 0
Theorem 2.13. For every Weil differential w of FIK there exists a unique Weil
differential w' of F'I K' such that
TrK'IK (W' (a)) = w (TrF'IF (a))
for all a E AF'IF. Ifw =1= 0 then
(w') = ConF'lF ((w)) + Diff(F'IF).
We will set W' := Conj- IF ((w)) +Diff (F' IF) for use in the following lemmas and
ultimate proof of the theorem. In order to clarify the need for the next three lemmas,
consider the following:
The map w is the initial Weil differential, from which we will construct WI, W2 and
finally w'. We will see in the coming lemmas that the diagram commutes, eventually
giving us the desired differential w', corresponding to the canonical divisor of the
extension F' I K' of FIK.
10
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Lemma 2.14. The map
---t K,
f------+ W 0 TrF' IF (a) .
zs
(i) K -linear,
(ii) vanishes on AF'IF (W') + F'; and
(iii) ij B' E Div (F') with B' i W', then WI does not vanish on AF'IF (B').
Proof.
(i) The map WI is K-linear since both wand TrF'lF are.
(ii) WI vanishes on F' since W vanishes on F. Now let a E AF'IF (W') and choose
x E F with vp (x) = U]» (w). Then
vp, (xap,) = vp, (x) + vp, (ap')
2:: e (PIlP) . U]» (w) - Vp' (W')
= vp, (ConF'IF ((w)) - W')
= -Vp' (Diff(F'IF))
= -d (PIlP) .
Hence xap' E Cp (by definition), and Vp (TrF'IF (xap,)) 2:: O. Since
and Vp (x) = Vp (w), we have that Vp (TrF'IF (ap')) 2:: -Vp (w) for any pIIP,
PE S(FIK), and hence a E AF ((w)) = AF (W), implying that WI (a) = O.
(iii) B' i W' implies that there exists Po E S (FI K) such that
vr- (COnF'IF ((w)) - B') < -d (P*IPo)
for some P*IPo. Let G~o denote the integral closure of Gpo in F', and Cpo denote
the complementary module over Gpo' Consider the set
J := {z E F' : vt- (z) 2:: Vp. (COnF'IF ((w)) - B') for all P*lPo} .
11
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By the Approximation Theorem, there exists u E J satisfying
Vp. (u) = Vp. (ConF'jF ((w)) - B') for all P*lPo.
Hence J rt;. Cpo by the characterization of the complementary module on page
9. Since J . O~o ~ J it follows that Tr F' j F (J) rt;. 0 Po' Choose a local parameter
tEF for the place Po, Le. vPo (t) = 1. For some r ~ 0 we have tTJ ~ O~o' so
It is easily shown that tT . TrF' IF (J) is an ideal of 0Po, and consequently t" .
TrF'lF (J) = tSOpo for some s ~ 0, and we obtain TrF'lF (J) = tmOpo for
some m E Z. Since TrF'lF (J) rt;. Opo, we have m S -1 and hence t-lOpo ~
TrF'lF (J).
We can find an element x E F with
VPo (x) = -vPo (w) - 1 and wPo (x) =1= o.
Choose y E F so that vPo (y) = vPo (w), so xy E rlopo' Since rlopo ~
TrF'lF (J) there is some z E J with TrF'lF (z) = xy. Consider jJ E AF'IF given
by
jJ p' := { 0 ~f P' t Po,
Y -1Z If P' I Po.
It follows from the definition of J that for P'lPo
VP' (jJ) = -VP' (y) + VP' (z)
~ -VP' (ConF'IF ((w))) + VP' (ConF'IF ((w)) - B')
= -VP' (B')
and hence jJ E AF'IF (B'). Finally,
WI (jJ) = W (TrF'IF (jJ)) = LWP ((TrF'IF (jJ))p)
p
= ~wp (( ThF'IF (~)) J = ~wp ((ThF'IF (x)) .:
= wPo (x) =1= 0,
implying that WI does not vanish on AF'IF (B'), as required.
o
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Lemma 2.15. Consider the map
where WI is the K -linear map from the previous lemma, and a = (3+I with (3 E AF' IF
and I E AF' (W') (this representation exists by Lemma 2.12). The map W2 is
(i) well-defined,
(ii) vanishes on AF' (W') + F' and
(iii) if B' E Div (F') with B' i W', then W2 does not vanish on AF' (B').
Proof. If a = (3 + ,= (31 + 11 with (3, (31 E AF'IF and " 11 E AF' (W') then
and hence WI ((31) - WI ((3) = WI ((31 - (3) = 0 by Lemma 2.14 (ii), implying (i).
(ii) and (iii) follow by applying Lemma 2.14 to W2, and similarly W2 is K-linear as
well. 0
We have constructed the K-linear map W2 : AF' --* K, but we still do not know
whether it is a Weil differential of F' / K', since we could be extending the field of
constants as well, i.e. we could have that K ~ K'. We lift W2 to a K'-linear map in
the next lemma.
Lemma 2.16. There exists a K'-linear map w' : AF' ---7 K' such that
(ii) w' vanishes on AF' (W') + F' and
(iii) if B' E Div (F') with B' i W', then w' does not vanish on AF' (B').
Proof.
(i) Such w' exists uniquely by the universal property of the trace with respect to
linear maps.
(ii) Since w' is K'-linear, the image of AF' (W') + F' under w' is either 0 or the
whole of K'. In the latter case, there exists a E AF' (W') + F' such that
TrK'IK (w' (a)) "# 0, since TrK'lK : K' ---7 K is not the zero map. Since
W2 = TrK'IK ow', W2 (a) "# 0, contradicting Lemma 2.15(ii).
13
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(iii) By Lemma 2.15(iii) there exists (3 E Ap (B') with W2 ((3) i= 0, implying that
TrK'IK (w' ((3)) i= 0 and the result follows.
o
Proof (Theorem 2.13). Existence: For W = 0 let w' := O.We therefore assume
from here onwards that w i= O. The construction and WI, W2 and w' in Lemmata 2.14,
2.15 and 2.16 readily show that, for a E AF'IF'
TrK'lK (w' (a)) = W2 (a) = WI (a) = w (TrF'IP (a))
with w' : Ap ~ K' a K'-linear map, and we have that
(w') =W' = ConF'lF ((w)) + Diff(F'/F),
as required.
Uniqueness: Suppose w* is another Weil differential of F' / K' satisfying
TrK'lK (w* (a)) = w (TrF'IF (a)) = TrK'lK (w' (a))
for all a E AF'IF' If we set TJ := w* - w', we obtain
TrK'IK (TJ (a)) = 0 for all a E ApIF'
Since TJ is a Weil differential on F' / K', TJ vanishes on Ap (C') for some C' E Div (F').
By Lemma 2.12 it follows that TrK'lK (TJ (a)) = 0 for all a E Ap, implying TJ = 0 and
w' = W*. 0
Proposition 2.17 ([27, 111.4.10)). The cotrace mapping
{
nF ~ np
Cotrj- IF :
w t----+ Cotr PI F (w)
is F' -Iinear and for a tower F <;;;; F' <;;;; Fil of finite separable extensions we have
CotrFIIIF = CotrF"IF' 0 Cotrp'IF.
Corollary 2.18. In a tower F <;;;; F' <;;;; Fil of finite separable extensions we have
Diff (Fil / F) = Coup, Ip (Diff (F' / F)) + Diff (Fil / F') .
Proof. Choose 0 i= w E nFo By Theorem 2.13 we have
(Cotr Fil IF (w)) = COUp' IF ((w)) + Diff (Fil / F) .
14
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On the other hand, the properties of the cot race and the conorm (A.18) implies that
(CotrF" IF (w)) = (CotrF" IF' (Cotr». IF (w)))
= ConF" IF' (( Cotrj- IF (w))) + Diff (Fil I F')
= COnF"IF' (COnF'IF ((w)) + Diff(F'IF)) + Diff(F"IF')
= ConF" IF ((w)) + ConF" IF' (Diff (F' I F)) + Diff (Fil I F')
and hence that
Diff (Fil I F) = Conj-» IF' (Diff (F' I F)) + Diff (Fil I F') .
o
It is a trivial consequence of Corollary 2.18 that if P, pi and pil are places lying
above each other in respectively F, F' and Fil as above, then
d (PiliP) = e (P"IP') . d (PilP) + d (PIIIP') . (2.1.1)
Theorem 2.19 (Hurwitz Genus Formula). Let FIKand F'I K' be algebraic
function fields with F'I F a finite separable extension and respective genera 9 and g'o
Then
[F"F]
2g' - 2 = [K' ; K] (2g - 2) + deg Diff (Fil F) .
Proof. Choose 0 i= w E OF. By Theorem 2.13
(CotrF'IF (w)) = COnF'IF ((w)) + Diff(F'IF).
Recalling that the degree of a canonical divisor is 2g - 2, we have
2g' - 2 = deg Cotrj-j» (w)
= deg COnF'IF ((w)) + deg Diff (F' IF)
[F"F]
= [KI; K] (2g - 2) +degDiff(F'IF).
o
We may sometimes find it useful to write the genus formula in the form
[F" F] 1
g' = [KI; K] (g -1) + 1+ 2 degDiff(F'IF).
It is clear that the problem of calculating the genus of a finite separable extension
of a function field has been reduced to calculating the degree of the different. We
will briefly remark on some known methods of doing so and derive expressions for the
genus for some well-known extension types. We will assume throughout that FIK
and F'I K' are algebraic function fields with F' I F finite separable and P, pi are places
of these function fields respectively with PIIP.
15
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Definition 2.20. Suppose e (PIlP) > 1. We say
'I . {tamelY ramified if char K f e (PIlP) ,P P 2S
wildly ramified if char Kie (PIlP) .
A useful result due to Dedekind is the Dedekind Different Theorem, which states
that, in the notation of the previous definition, if pIIP in F', then
d (PIlP) 2 e (PIlP) - 1
with equality if and only if pIIP is tamely ramified in F'. Looking at this from the
viewpoint of divisors, this means that
e (PilP) > 1{=} pi :::; Diff (F' IF) ,
which emphasizes the interplay between the different divisor and ramification in
an extension. Another way to visualize the situation is by using ramification groups:
Definition 2.21. If F'IFis a Galois extension of function fields and pi a place of
F', then the ith ramification group of G = Gal (F' I F) relative to P' is
G i := {a EG: vp' (a (z) - z) 2 i+ 1 for all z E Op,} ,
for i 2 -1.
Using the above definition, G_I is the decomposition group, Go the inertia group
and G-dGo ~ Gal(F~,IFp). This means that the sequence
is exact, where we have that [Gal (F~, IFp) I = f (PilP) by definition, and it can
be shown that IGol = e (PilP) and lG-li = e (PIlP) . f (PilP) (see [23, 9.6J for an
exposi tion).
Moreover, G, is a normal subgroup of both G_I and Gi-l for i 2 O. If F is
of characteristic p > 0, then GI is a p-group and GOIGI is a cyclic group of order
coprime to p. A tool which is often used to study these ramification groups is the
indicator function ic defined by
io (s) = vp, (s (x) - x) (2.1.2)
for s E G and x a generator for Op' over Op. The value is independent of the choice
of x, and it follows from Definition 2.21 that, for s =J. 1, ic (s) is a non-negative
16
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integer while ic (1) = 00. A property that follows directly from the definition is the
characterization
ia (s) ;:::i+ 1 {=}- s E Gi-
The groups G, for i ;:::0 are almost all trivial, which makes the sum in the following
result well-defined:
Theorem 2.22 (Hilbert's different formula). Let F'I F be a Galois extension of
function fields. For places P and PI, respectively of F and F', with P' lP, we have
that
00
d (PIlP) =L (IGil- 1).
i=O
For constant field extensions of FIK, i.e. function fields F'I K' := F K' I K' with
K ~ K', the genus is preserved ([27, III.6.3]), i.e. g (F' I K') = g (FIK), if K is a
perfect 1 field.
2.2 Extensions
We will regularly encounter Artin-Schreier and Kummer extensions of function fields
in the coming chapters. They are used in the constructions of Garcia and Stichtenoth
[9], [10], Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt [32] and Deolalikar [2], [3] and we briefly
mention the theory needed to calculate the effect on the genus of such an extension
here. We will assume the case of a finite constant field IFq of characteristic p > 0
throughout.
Definition 2.23. Let n > 1 be an integer. We call f E FIIFq
(i) nth Kummer degenerate if there exists u E F and din, d > 1 such that f = ud,
and
(ii) nth Kummer nondegenerate otherwise.
Observe that if (vp (1), n) = 1 for some PES (FI K), then f E F is nth Kummer
nondegenerate. Indeed, f = ud implies that Vp (1) = d· Vp (u), so if (vp (1) ,n) > 1,
f cannot be nth Kummer nondegenerate.
1A field is perfect if all its algebraic extensions are separable.
17
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Definition 2.24 (Kummer extension). Given a function field FIFq, an integer
n > 1 with nl q - 1, an nth Kummer nondegenerate element f E F and y a root of
T" - f = O. Then F' := F (y) is called a Kummer extension.
Proposition 2.25. Assuming notation as in Definition 2.24, one has for the exten-
sion F'I F and places pIIP that
(i) F'IFis a cyclic extension of degree n,
(ii) Fq is the full constant field of F', and
(iii) e (PilP) = (vptf),n)'
Note that since nlq-1 implies that char(K) = p t n, and hence char(K) te (PilP),
and so pIIP is tamely ramified in F'. By Dedekind's Different Theorem it follows
that d (PilP) = (vptJ),n) - 1. The genus of F'/Fq can then be calculated as
9 (F') = l:;:: ~ll (g (F) - 1) + 1 + ~deg Diff (F' I F)
= T (g (F) - 1) + 1+ ~ L L d (PilP) . deg pi
PES(F/K) pIIP
=T(g(F)-l)+l+~ L (vp(f),n)((v D) n)-l).degp
PES(F/K) P ,
=l+n(g(F)-l)+~ L (n-(vp(f),n))·degP.
PES(F/K)
Definition 2.26. We call f E FIFq with char Fq = p
• Artin-Schreier degenerate if there exists u E F such that uP - u = l, and
• Artin-Schreier nondegenerate otherwise.
An often useful result in this case is that if, for some PES (F IF q) we have
that (vp (f - (zP - z)) ,p) = 1, vp (f - (zP - z)) < 0 and z E F, then f E F is
Artin-Schreier nondegenerate.
Definition 2.27. Given a function field FIFq, an Artin-Schreier nondegenerate el-
ement f E F and y a root of TP - T - f = O. Then F' := F (y) is called an
Artin-Schreier extension.
18
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It can be shown that, for z EF, the integer v p (J - (z" - z)) is uniquely deter-
mined, and hence the definition
mp:= {
-1
+ U]» (J - (zP - z)) if pt vp (J - (zP - z)) < 0 for some z E F,
if vp (J - (zP - z)) ~ 0 for some z E F
makes sense. It turns out that the extension has the properties mentioned in the
following proposition:
Proposition 2.28. Assuming the extension as given in Definition 2.27, and places
P'il? in F' and F respectively, we have the following properties:
(i) F'IFis a cyclic extension of degree p with
Gal (F'IF) = {y f-----t Y + v: v = 0,1, ... ,p - I}.
(ii) P is unramified in F'l F {=} mp = -1.
(iii) P is totally ramified in F' IF{=} mp > O. In this case there is a unique place
P' lying above P, and we have
d (PIl P) = (p - 1) (mp + 1) .
(iv) If there is at least one Q E S (F IFq) such that mQ > 0, then Fq is the full
constant field of F'.
A proof of Proposition 2.28 can be found in [27].
If Fq is the full constant field of the Artin-Schreier extension F' of F, we can apply
the Hurwitz formula and obtain
[F" F] 1
g (F') = [Fq :' Fq] (g (F) - 1) + 1 + 2' deg Diff (F' I F)
= i(g (F) - 1) + 1+ ~deg L L d (PIlP) . p'
PES(F/K) pilP
1
= p (g (F) - 1) + 1 + 2' L (p - 1) (mp + 1) deg P
PES(F/K)
P - 1 "'"= P (g (F) - 1) + 1 + -2- L....t (mp + 1) deg P.
PES(F/K)
In fact, the situation as described above for a Artin-Schreier extension holds more gen-
erally for linearised polynomials (also frequently referred to as extensions of modified
Artin-Schreier type):
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Definition 2.29. A linearized polynomial R (x) E IFq [Xl is a polynomial of the form
where p is the characteristic of IFq.
These linearized polynomials have the special property that R( u + v) = R( u) +
R (v) for any u, v EF. It can be seen immediately that the Artin-Schreier extension
above is defined by means of such a polynomial, and in fact the result for these Artin-
Schreier extensions can be easily generalised to the following result for extensions
having linearized polynomials as defining equations:
Proposition 2.30. Consider an algebraic function field F / K with K of characteristic
p > 0 and a separable linearized polynomial R (X) E K [Xl of degree pn with all its
roots in K. Let u E F and suppose that there exists a place PES (F / K) such that
Vp (u) = + ïïlp , mp > 0 and p f mp. Then the polynomial
is absolutely irreducible. If we let F' := F (y) where y satisfies R (y) = u, then the
following hold:
(i) F'/F is a Galois extension with [F': Fl = p",
Gal (F' / F) = {a{3 : y f---7 Y + jJ} R({3)=O '
Gal (F' / F) is isomorphic to (Z/pzt and K is the full constant field of F'.
(ii) The place P is totally ramified in F' / F. If P' is the unique place lying above P
in F' / F, then d (P'IP) = (pn - 1) (mp + 1).
(iii) Any R E S(F/K) with VR(U) 2: 0 is unramified in F'/F.
(iv) If 9 (F') and 9 (F) respectively denote the genera of F' / K and F / K, then the
Hurwitz genus formula implies that
n 1
g (F') = pn . (g (F) - 1) + 1 + p; L (mp + 1) . deg P.
PES(FjK)
(v) If an = an-l = ... = ao = 1 and Q E S (F/ K) is a zero of the function u - 'Y
for 'Y E IFq r then Q splits completely in F' / F .
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A proof of Proposition 2.30 can be found in [27] and [29]. Because the existence
of a place P where the hypotheses are satisfied cannot be guaranteed, a criterion
for determining the irreducibility of the defining equation of the extension is needed.
Deolalikar [2] provides this in the following general form:
Theorem 2.31. Let V be a finite subgroup of the additive group ofWp (the algebraic
closure ofJFp). Then V is an JFp-vector space. Define Lv (T) = rIvEV (T - v). Then
Lv (T) is a separable JFp-linear polynomial of degree the cardinality of V. FaT f (x) E
Wp [X], the polynomial
h(T,x):= Lv (T) - f (x)
is reducible over Wp [T, X] if and only if there exists a polynomial g (x) E Wp [X] and a
proper additive subgroup W of V such that f (x) = Lw' (g (x)), where W' = Lw (V).
Proof. As the proof is rather technical and not central to the theory we are
developing, it is omitted. It is available in [2, 1.3.8]. 0
For f (x) E Wp [X], a term of f is said to be coprime if it has a nonzero coefficient
and its degree is coprime to p. The coprime degree of f is the degree of the coprime
term of f having largest degree. Theorem 2.31 leads to the following condition for
irreducibility:
Condition 2.32. Let f (x) E Wp [X]. If there exists a coprime term in f (x) of degree
d, such that there are no terms of degree dpi for i > 0 in f (x), then Lv (T) - f (x)
is irreducible for any subgroup V c Wp.
Proof. Suppose f (x) is the image of a linear polynomial L anxpn. Then the
coprime term can occur only in the image of the term aox, since all others will
necessarily be of degree a multiple of p. But then the images of the coprime term
(of degree d, say) under anxpn for n > 0 will have degrees dpi for some i > 0, a
contradiction.
As an example, the equation
o
is absolutely irreducible over Wp, since the coprime degree of the right-hand side is
q2 + 1, and there are no terms of degree (q2 + 1) pi for i > O.
The coprime degree of a polynomial arises in another important context. For a
(general) Artin-Schreier extension, it is possible to transform the separating element
to obtain simpler defining formulae. In particular, we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.33. Let F = IFqn (x) where q = pm. Consider the (general) Artin-Schreier
extension E = F (y) of F where yP + ay = f (x), for some J (x) E IFp [Xl and
a E IF;n. Then there exist Y E E and 1* (x) E IFqn [Xl such that E = F (Y) with
yP + aY = 1* (x) such that each term oj 1* (x) has degree coprime to p.
Proof. We can write the polynomial J (x) uniquely in the form
J (x) = JA (X) + JB (X)
where JA (x) consists of those terms of J (x) where (e,p) = 1, and JB (x) of those
terms of J (x) of degree e where (e, p) > 1. Then the coprime degree of J (x) is the
degree of JA (x). We now start an inductive reduction procedure for the defining
equation of E over F.
Let sxPk be the term of maximal degree in JB (x), for some s E IFp. Note that by
performing the transformation y' := y - x", we obtain
y'P + ay' = (y - Xk)P + a (y - Xk)
= yP - xPk + ay - axk
= J (x) - xPk - axk
= JA (x) + J B (x) - xPk - ax",
Because a single xPk is subtracted in the final line of the previous equation, it is
clear that now the term of maximal degree in JB (x) - xPk is (s - 1) xPk. Because
s E IFp, applying this transformation s times will ensure that the term of maximal
non-coprime degree of the right-hand side is reduced. Also, y - Xk E E implies that
y E E, and therefore each transformation of the variable preserves the extension. The
procedure can be repeated on the next term of maximal degree in the newly obtained
J~ (x) (say) of lower degree than JB (x), and the process terminates when only terms
of degree coprime to p remain in the expression, proving the lemma. 0
Corollary 2.34. Consider the hypotheses of Lemma 2.33 and the additional condition
that the coprime degree of f (x) is greater than 1. deg J (x). Then there exist Y E Ep
and 1* (x) E IFqn [Xl with the properties as described earlier, as well as that the
coprime degree of J (x) equals deg 1* (x).
Proof. The degree of a term is reduced by a factor of p when the iterative
procedure described in the proof of Lemma 2.33 is applied to it. Therefore every term
obtained in this way has degree smaller than the coprime degree of J (x), implying
the result. 0
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The previous result shows that we can often reduce the defining equation of an
Artin-Schreier extension to an equivalent equation where the degree of the polynomial
on the right-hand side has all its terms coprime to p. If the extra condition of Corollary
2.34 is satisfied, the coprime degree of f (x) is preserved after the transformation.
2.3 Bounds on the number of places of degree one
Denote by N (F) the number of places of degree one of the function field F IF q of
genus g. The celebrated Hasse- Weil bound states that
IN(F) - (q+ 1)1:; 2gql/2. (2.3.1)
However, for numerous combinations of constant field cardinality q and genus g,
equality cannot be obtained in (2.3.1), which leaves room for improvement of the
bound in those cases. If q is non-square, the right-hand side of 2.3.1 is nonintegral,
and we have the trivial improvement
IN (F) - (q + 1)1:; l2gql/2J . (2.3.2)
This was improved significantly by Serre, giving
Theorem 2.35 (Serre Bound). For a function field FIFq of genus g,
IN (F) - (q + 1)1:; 9 l2ql/2J . (2.3.3)
Another result due to Serre which improves the Serre Bound under some circum-
stances is that if F IF q is a function field of genus 3 or more and N (F) does not attain
the upper bound of (2.3.3), then
(2.3.4)
We are interested in function fields with many places of degree one. We define
Nq (g) = max {N (F) : F IF q is a function field of genus g} .
Obviously N (F) :; Nq (g) :; q + 1 + 2gql/2 for any function field FIFq, with
equality holding when some genus 9 function field F IF q attains the Hasse- Weil bound.
By our previous remarks it follows that Nq (g) can attain (2.3.1) only if q is square.
We call the function field F IF q of genus 9 maximal if N (F) = q + 1 + 2gql/2,
and we call it optimal if N (F) = Nq (g). Obviously every maximal function field is
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optimal. Van der Geer and van der Vlugt [33] maintain a regularly updated list of
the known values of Nq (g) for 2 :S g :S 50 and q being a small power of 2 or 3.
Maximal curves can only occur over fields IFq2, i.e. fields of square cardinality.
Many results about the possible genera a maximal curve can have under these cir-
cumstances are available in the literature. Amongst others, it was partly conjectured
by Stichtenoth and Xing, and later proved in [8] and [16] by Fuhrmann, Korchmáros
and Torres that either
g=~q(q-1),9= l~(q-1)2J org:S l~(q2_q+4)J.
By employing the explicit formula method after Serre [26], we can find real num-
bers a and b such that
N (F) :S ag + b. (2.3.5)
For large g this will improve the Hasse- Weil bound significantly. More precisely we
have the following :
Proposition 2.36. Suppose F JIFq is a function field of genus g and Cl, ... , Cm are
nonnegative real numbers, not all zero and
L, (t) ~ 0 for all tEte with It I = 1
where
Then
g A (ql/2)
N (F) :S Am (q-I/2) + A: (q-I/2) + 1.
Proof. Let NT := N (FT)' where FT = FIFqr is the constant field extension of F
of degree r, and N := N (F). Write
where ai, 1 :S i :S 2g are the reciprocals of the roots the L-polynomial LF (t) of F.
Then by the Hasse-Weil theorem IWil = 1, and we can reorder the Wi without loss of
generality so that Wg+i = Wi = Wil for 1 :S i :S g. Since
9
NT = qT +1- qT/22:: (w; +wiT),
i=l
it follows that
9
q-T/2 . NT = qT/2 + q-T/2 - 2:: (w; + WiT)
i=l
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and after multiplying through by Cr that
(2.3.6)
Summing over r = 1, ... , m and using the facts that N ~ Nr and Jm (t) 2: 0 we obtain
Am (q-l/2) N = Am (ql/2) + Am (q-l/2) + 9 - 'L.f=Jm (Wi) - 'L.:.n=l (Nr - N) crq-r/2
< Am (ql/2) + Am (q-l/2) + 9
and hence
o
From the previous proposition, it seems that a good choice for the function J
(i.e. for the parameters Cl, ... , Cm) may improve the bound obtained. Finding optimal
values for such J is a linear programming problem which was solved by Oesterlé [24],
resulting in the so-called Oesterlé bounds.
The previous result, combined with the Hasse- Weil bound may lead one to believe
that the bound for the number of places of degree one (for fixed q) grows with order
o (9). In fact, if we define
A (q) := lim sup Nq (9),
9-+00 9
(2.3.7)
the Serre Bound (Theorem 2.35) implies that A (q) < l2ql/2 J. This was improved
significantly by Drinfeld and Vladut [35J by applying Serre's method in [26J:
Theorem 2.37 (Drinfeld-VUldut Bound). A (q) ~ ql/2 - 1.
Proof. Fix m 2: 1, and let Cr := 1 - ~ for r = 1, ... , m. In the notation of
Theorem 2.36 we have
m ( r ) t (tm - 1 )Am (t) =L 1 - - tr = 2 + 1- tr=l m (1 - t) m
and
-1 2 - (tm - Cm)
Jm (t) = 1+ Am (t) + Am (t ) = ( ) ( -1 )"mt-l t -1
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Since It I = 1 ==} Cl = t for t E C, we have Jm (t) ~ 0 for such t. Applying Theorem
2.36 yields
If we let m ---+ 00 we have
-1/2 1
A (-1/2) --+ q (1 _ -1/2) - --:-;::-_
m q (1 _ q-1/2)2 q - q1/2 - i:
and hence for any e > 0 there exists mo such that
and hence we can choose go such that
Then, g > go implies
N(F) < q1/2 -1 +é,
g
and hence A (q) :S q1/2 - 1. o
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Chapter 3
Towers
3.1 Towers of Function Fields
We will begin by stating the basic definitions concerning towers of function fields. In
order to apply these to the specific examples we will discuss, we will work with the
case of an arbitrary finite field of constants IFq, where q is a power of a prime p.
Definition 3.1. A tower of function fields over IFq is a sequence
of function fields FdIF q such that
(bj The extension Fi+d F; is separable for each i = 1,2, ... ,
(cj 9 (Fj) > 1 for same j ~ 1 and
(dJ IFq is the full constant field of each Fi'
The proper inclusions of the sequence of fields and the fact that there exists some
j ~ 1 such that 9 (Fj) > 1 implies that, by Theorem 2.19, limi--+oo9 (Fi) = 00. We
will call a tower tame if each extension Fi+d F, is tamely ramified.
The most prominent measure of a tower of function fields F turns out to be the
asymptotic behaviour of the sequence (N (Fi) / 9 (Fi) )i>l' To show that this sequence
is indeed convergent, we follow [11]:
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Lemma 3.2. Let ElF be a finite extension of function fields over IFq, and assume
that 9 (F) > 1. Then
N (E) N (F)----:-- < .
9 (E) - 1 - 9 (F) - 1
Proof. We can find I an intermediate field F ~ F' ~ E such that F' I F is
separable and ElF' purely inseparable of degree pV with v ~ Q. Then F' = EPv is
isomorphic to E (see [27, Prop. III.9.2]), so N (F') = N (E) and 9 (F') = 9 (E). The
Hurwitz genus formula (Theorem 2.19) applied to the (separable) extension F'IF
gives
2g (F') - 2 = [F' : F] . (2g (F) - 2) + deg Diff (F' I F)
~ [F' : F] . (2g (F) - 2)
which implies that 9 (F') - 1 ~ [F' : F] (g (F) - 1). Since any place PES (FIIFq) of
degree one can have at most [F' : F] extensions P' E 5 (F'/IFq) of degree one lying
above it, N (F') ::; [F' : F] . N (F). It follows that
N(E)
9 (E) - 1
N (F') <.,.--:....[ F_' -:-:F___:,]_.N". ----:-(F....:_)---:-
9 (F') - 1 - [F' : F] . (g (F) - 1)
N (F)
9 (F) - 1·
o
It can be seen that the preceding lemma is much stronger than is necessary for
our definition of a tower of function fields. In fact, assumption (b) from Definition
3.1 can be weakened to allow extensions which are just not purely inseparable. We
will however keep Definition 3.1 as it stands.
Corollary 3.3. For any tower F = (FI, F2' ... ) of function fields over IFq, the sequence
(N (Fi) 19 (Fi))i>l converges.
Proof. We can assume that 9 (Ei) > 1 by considering Definition 3.1(c). Lemma
3.2 implies that the sequence (N (Fi) I (g (Fi) - 1))i2:1 is monotonously decreasing,
and hence convergent, since the terms of the sequence are clearly non-negative. Hence
the sequence (N(Fi)lg(Fi))i>l is also convergent, and since limi-toog(Fi) = 00, its
limit equals that of (N (Fi) I (g (Fi) - 1))i2:1. 0
We can therefore associate to any tower F = (FI, F2, ... ) the function
A (F) := lim N (Fi)
i-too 9 (Fi)
ISet Ft := pep nEwhere pep is the separable closure of F (See Lang [18, p. 243])
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which we may also refer to as the limit of the tower F. Clearly the Drinfeld- Vladut
bound (Theorem 2.37) and the above comments imply that for any tower F offunction
fields over IFq,
o < A (F) ::; A (q) .
Definition 3.4. Let F be a tower of function fields over IFq : We call F asymptotically
bad if X (F) = 0,
good if A (F) > 0,
optimal if A (F) = A (q) .
Definition 3.5. Let E = (El, E2' ... ) and F = (Fl,F2' ... ) be towers of function fields
over IFq. We call E a sub tower of F (written E -< F) if there exists an embedding
L:UEiyUFi
i2:l i>l
over IFq, i. e. for every i 2: 1 there exists mi 2: 1 such that L (Ei) ~ Fmi .
This definition and Lemma 3.2 enables us to obtain the following result:
Corollary 3.6. Let F be a tower of function fields over IFq, and let E be a sub tower
of F. Then
(i) A (£) 2: A (F),
(ii) if £ is asymptotically bad, then F is asymptotically bad, and
(iii) if F is asymptotically optimal, then £ is asymptotically optimal.
In the light of the applications to coding theory of these towers when they are ex-
plicitly defined, constructing good geometric Gappa codes with parameters attaining
or exceeding the Gilbert- Varshamov bound requires us to construct asymptotically
good towers of curves. This is however equivalent to constructing asymptotically good
towers of function fields F = (Fl, F2, ... ), where each step Fi+l/ F, must be a sepa-
rable extension with a known irreducible polynomial fi = O. In the coming sections
we will remark on some known bounds for A (q) using both explicit and non-explicit
methods, and look at some explicit constructions of towers of function fields.
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3.2 Bounds on A (q)
We have discussed the construction and some introductory properties of towers F of
function fields. For the sake of obtaining good codes, there should be asymptotically
many places of degree one compared to the genus. This reinforces the notion of the
quantity A (F) as a measure of how good a geometric Gappa code constructed from
such a tower would be in terms of its transmission rate and percentage of errors
corrected. Good geometric codes can be constructed from F = (Fi,F2' ... ) when
limi--+ooN (Fi) / 9 (Fi) > 0, and this requires that A (F) > 0, i.e. that the tower is
asymptotically good.
Since A (F) is bounded above by A (q), we will look at some known bounds for
A (q). The Drinfeld-Vládut bound (Theorem 2.37) provides us with the upper bound
A (q) :::;qi/2 - 1. Serre [26] showed, using Hilbert class field towers, that we have the
lower bound
A ( ) > log2 q
q 96' (3.2.1)
thereby proving that there exist asymptotically good towers of function fields over any
finite field. So, we know that asymptotically good constructions exist over every finite
field. The problem, however, is to construct them explicitly. In a later construction of
towers of Kummer extensions in this chapter (Theorems 3.18 and 3.19) we will see that
there do indeed exist asymptotically good towers of function fields over an arbitrary
constant field lFq, in particular with A (q) 2: q:2. Although these are certainly positive
lower bounds, they can be seen to be rather weak lower bounds for A (q), and we will
look at situations in which they can be improved.
For square q, there exist towers F of function fields attaining the Drinfeld- Vladut
bound, as was first shown by Ihara [15]. This means that
A (q) = qi/2 - 1 if q is a square. (3.2.2)
His construction was done using Shimura curves, but this was not explicit. The
surprising construction in 1995 of an explicit tower of function fields attaining the
Drinfeld- Vladut bound by Garcia and Stichtenoth [9] for square q will be discussed in
more detail in the next section, thereby also providing proof of the above equation.
For non-square q, results are much more sketchy. The value of A (q) is unknown,
but some improvements of (3.2.1) do exist. Zink [36] showed, using degenerations of
Shimura surfaces that for any prime p we have
A ( 3) > 2 (p2 - 1) .
p - p+ 2 (3.2.3)
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A more general result due to Xing and Niederreiter [20] shows using class field towers
that for m ~ 3,
{
r (2)1/2l if q is odd,A ( m) > I 2 2q+ 1 +1
q - q+l . .r ( )1121 If q > 4 IS even.22q+2 +2 -
(3.2.4)
Let q (=pn) be called special if either pll2q1/2J, or q is representable as k2 + 1,
k2 + k + 1 or k2 + k + 2 for some k E Z. Then, using narrow ray class fields, Xing and
Niederreiter [21] showed that, if q ~ 11 is odd, non-special and l2ql/2 J is even, then
2q + 4 l2ql/2 J
A (q3) > r 1· (3.2.5)
- 5 + 2 (2q + 4l2q1/2J + 1)1/2
There are also bounds available for cases where q is even or special. In general, these
constructions based on narrow ray class fields are slightly better than those using the
class field towers of [20].
In order to compare the above-mentioned bounds for some small (non-prime, non-
square) finite fields, consider the following table of bounds for A (q) for varying q:
q Serre Kummer Class field Narrow ray Zink DV
8 = 23 0.0313 0.3333 0.6923 1.5000 1.8284
27 = 33 0.0495 2.0000 0.8571 1.2868 3.2000 4.1961
32 = 25 0.0521 0.0667 1.7368 4.6569
125 = 53 0.0726 0.6667 1.2500 1.6250 6.8571 10.180
128 = 27 0.0729 0.0158 0.6667 10.314
243 = 35 0.0826 2.0000 0.8571 14.588
343 = 73 0.0877 0.4000 1.5556 1.6923 10.6667 17.520
All the bounds indicated are lower bounds, except for DV which is the Drinfeld-
Vladut upper bound. The Kummer column mentions the best result obtainable by
either using Theorem 3.18 or 3.19, which will be discussed in more detail later.
While the constructions using class field towers and narrow ray class fields by
Xing and Niederreiter and those based on Shimura surfaces by Zink generally deliver
stronger lower bounds for A (q) than the Kummer towers, the former constructions
are not explicit at all.
3.3 Garcia and Stichtenoth's tower
We look at the surprising discovery of an explicit asymptotically optimal tower of
function fields by Garcia and Stichtenoth [9]. It has the novelty of avoiding the use
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of modular curves and class field towers, and using only (modified) Artin-Schreier
extensions. The ramification behaviour of Artin-Schreier extensions and use of the
Hurwitz formula will be essential to obtain the result.
We choose an arbitrary finite field of square cardinality which we denote by lFq2
where q is an arbitrary power of a prime p.
Definition 3.7. Let FI:= lFq2 (Xl) be the rational function field overlFq2. For ti 2:: 1,
we recursively define
where
(3.3.1)
with
Xn := znlxn-l for ti 2:: 2.
We denote this recursive tower by
It is noted that F2 = FI (Z2) with z~+ Z2 = xi+1, i.e. the Hermitian function field,
which is the unique function field of genus 9 = q (q - 1) 12 over lFq2 attaining the
Hasse-Weil bound. We define the (modified) Artin-Schreier operator p as p (u) :=
uq +u.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that FIK is an algebraic function field over K (where
K = lFq2 is algebraically closed in F J. Let w E F and assume that there exists a
place PES (FI K) such that Vp (w) = -m, m > 0 and (m, q) = 1. The polynomial
T" + T - w E F [T] is absolutely irreducible, and define the extension field E of F by
E = F (z) with zq + z = w. Then
(i) ElF is a Galois extension with [E : F] = q with group isomorphic to (71lp71)logpq
and K the full constant field of E.
(ii) If Q E S (FI K) with vQ (p (u) - w) 2:: 0 for some u E F, then Q is unramified
in ElF. In particular, this occurs when vQ (w) 2:: O.
(iii) The place P is totally ramified in E, i.e. there exists a unique place P' E
S(EIK) lying above P, and e(pIIP) = q. Moreover, deg P' = degP and
d (PIlP) = (q - 1) (m + 1).
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(iv) Suppose Q E S (F/ K) is a zero of w - 'Y with 'Y E IFq. The equation p (a) = 'Y
has q distinct roots a EK, and for each such root a there exists a unique place
QCt E S (E/ K) such that QCtIQ and QCt is a zero of z - a; in particular, the
place Q splits completely in E.
Proof. These statements follow directly from Proposition 2.30. D
Lemma 3.9. Suppose Xn E Fn and PES (Fn/IFq2) is a simple pole of x.; in Fn. Then
P is totally ramified in Fn+dFn. The (unique) place pi E S (Fn+dIFq2) extending P
to F' is a simple pole of Xn+l.
Proof. Since Vp (xn) = -1, Vp (X~+l) = - (q + 1). We have [Fn+l : Fnl = q. From
the recursive definition (Equation 3.3.1) and the theory of Artin-Schreier extensions of
function fields in Chapter 2, it follows that P is totally ramified in Fn+r/ Fn. Denoting
by pi the unique place lying above P, we have
so Vp' (Zn+l) = - (q + 1) and
proving that pi is a simple pole of Xn+l, as required. D
Since IFq2 is algebraically closed in FI = IFq2(Xl) and Xl has a simple pole in
S (FdIFq2) we obtain inductively that IFq2 is algebraically closed in each Fn for ti 2: 1,
i.e. IFq2 is the full constant field of each Fn, and [Fn : FIl = qn-l.
Lemma 3.10. For all ti 2: 1 there exists a unique place Qn E S (Fn/IFq2) which is
a common zero of the functions Xl, Z2, Z3, ... , Zn' The place Qn has degree 1, and for
1 :S k :S ti, the place Qn is also a zero of Xk, and we have va; (Xk) = qk-l. In the
extension Fn+d Fn the place Qn splits into q places of Fn+1 of degree 1 (one of them
being Qn+l)'
Proof. This follows by induction on n using the ramification behaviour as de-
scribed in Proposition 3.8. D
The broad strategy will now be to determine precisely all places of Fn which
ramify in Fn+d Fn. We will denote the restriction of a place PES (Fn/IFq2) to Fk
with 1 :S k :S ti by Pk := P n Fi: To study the ramification behaviour in extensions,
we define the following sets:
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1. For ti 2: 2, let
and for 1 :S i :S ln;-3 J, let
2. Let P00 denote the pole of Xl in Fl. Then let
sel) := {Pool and
S(2) := {p E S (F2/Fq2) : P E S62) or PI E S(1)};
i.e. S(2) contains all places of F2 which are either a pole of Xl or a common zero
of Xl and Z2 _ a where a E Fq2 is a root of p (a) = O. For n 2: 3 we define
(n)._ { {p E S(Fn/Fq2): Pn-l E s(n-l)} if n == Imod2,
S .- . (n-l) (n-l) . _{p E S(Fn/Fq2). Pn-l ES U Sn"24 } lf n = Omod2.
The inclusions of these sets in the tower can be visualized in the following way, as
done in [9]:
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where the rows represent partitions of S (Fn/Fq2) for n = 1,2, ... from the bottom
up, vertical lines represent places lying above each other, and double lines indicate
places lying above each other which will turn out to be totally ramified. To show
this, the ramification behaviour of this tower of extensions will have to be studied.
It turns out that the critical step in calculating the genus g (Fn) will be to prove the
following proposition:
Proposition 3.11. Let 0 :S i :S ln23 J and P E Si(n) C S (Fn/Fq2). Then the place
P is unramified in the extension Fn+d Fn.
In order to prove this, we require two lemmas. We will write X = Y + 0 (z) at
a place P if Vp (x - y) 2: Vp (z), i.e. x = y + tz with Vp (t) > O. In particular,
x = y+ 0(1) at P means that Vp (x - y) 2: O.
Lemma 3.12. Let 2 :S k :S nand PES (Fn/JFq2) be a place above Qk (i. e. P is a
common zero of Xl, Z2, ... , Zk). Then
._ q (1 _ (q+l)(q-l) + 0 ( (q+l)(q2-l)))Xk - Xk_l Xk-1 Xk_l
and
X;(q+l) = p (X;~i+l)) + 0 (1) .
Proof. From the defining equations we have
giving us the first equality. For the second, let y := xk~i and note that
-1 -1Xk = Xk-lZk
= xk~l (1 - yq-l + 0 (yq) rl
= xk~l (1+ yq-l + 0 (yq)) ,
and hence
X;(q+l) = y-q (1+ yq-l + 0 (yq))q+l
= u" (1+ yq-l +0 (yq))
= p(y-l) +0(1),
as required. o
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Lemma 3.13. Suppose ° :S i :S ln~2 J and PEsfn). Then x~+l = ,. x~~~~~)l +0 (1)
at P for same, E lF; .
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. If i = 0, a place P E S6n) is the common
zero of Xl, Z2, ... , Zn-l and Zn - a with a E IF;2 satisfying p (a) = aq + a = O. We have
(zn - a)q + (zn - a) = x~~~ and hence
Z - a = xq+l + 0 (Xq(q+l)) .n n-l n-l
Then
= ((zn _ a) + a)q+l
= aq+l + aq (x~~~ +0 (X~~il))) + 0 (X~~il))
= aq+l + aqxq+l + 0 (Xq(q+l)) .n-l n-l
Setting, := aq+l we obtain X~+l = , . X~~ql+l) + 0 (1). (Note that, E lFq since
a E lFq2.)
Suppose now that i 2:: 1. Then the place P lies above Qn-I-i and Pn-l E St~l). By
the induction hypothesis we have
xq+l = '"V. X -(q+l) + 0 (1)n-l , n-2l (3.3.2)
with, E IF;. Lemma 3.12 gives
-(q+l) _ (-(q+l) ) 0 ( )Xn-2i - P Xn-2i-1 + 1,
and since , E IFq this yields
q+l _ ( -(q+l) ) 0 (1)xn-l - P ,Xn-2i-1 + .
S· q + q+l hmee zn Zn = xn-l we ave
( -(q+l) ) 0 ( )P Zn - 'Xn-2i-1 = 1
and hence
- -(q+l) 0 (1)Zn - ,Xn-2i-1 + . (3.3.3)
Since Xn = Zn/Xn-l we can set
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h A .- dB· - q+1 q+1were .- ZnXn-2i an .- xn-1xn-2i.
Now, Vp (Xn-2i) > 0 (since n - 2i ~ ti - 1 - i) and Xn-2i = 0 (Xn-2i-I) by Lemma
3.12 (the assumption that i ~ ln;-2 J implies that ti - 2i ~ 2). We obtain from (3.3.2)
that B = , + 0 (x~~~J, hence
B-1 = 'V-I + 0 (xq+1.) = 'V-I + 0 (xq+1. )., n-2~' n-2~-1
Applying Lemma 3.12 to (3.3.3) with k = n - 2i we obtain
A = ZnXn-2i
= (,x~~q2~~i + 0 (1)) . X~-2i-1 (1 + 0 (X~~-;L1) )
= ,X;:;-~2i-1 +0 (X~-2i-1) .
It follows that
Aq+1 = 'Vq+1x -(q+1) + 0 (1) = 'V2x -(q+1) + 0 (1) .
'n-~-l , n-~-l
We substitute these expressions for Aq+1 and B-1 back and obtain
xq = Aq+1 B-1n
( 2 -(q+1) 0 (1)) (-1 0 (q+1 ))= 'Xn-2i-1 + ,+ Xn-2i-1
- -(q+1) 0 (1)- ,Xn-2i-1 + ,
as required. 0
Putting these lemmas together, we prove Proposition 3.11:
Proof (Proposition 3.11). Consider a place P E Si(n), where 0 < i < ln;-3 J.
We have that Xh+l = ,x~~~~~i + 0 (1) at P by Lemma 3.13 with 0 =J , E JFq and
ti - 2i - 1 ~ 2. Lemma 3.12 yields that x~~~~~)l= P ( x~~~~~~) + 0 (1) and therefore
Xq+1 = VI ('VX -(q+1)) + 0 (1)nr, n-~-2 ,
in other words, Vp (Xh+1 - P ( ,x~~~~~~)) ~ O. Since Fn+1 = Fn (Zn+1) and Z~+l +
Zn+1 = xh+l, Proposition 3.8(ii) implies that P is unramified in Fn+1. 0
We now continue to to describe the valuations on the functions x.; at places in
Si(n) and s(n) in order to be able to apply Proposition 3.8 to the current situation.
Lemma 3.14. Let P E Si(n) with 0 < i < ln;-3 J. Then, Vp (xn) = -«:":'.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.13, Xh+l = , .X;;,-~q2~~)1+ 0 (1) for some, E IF;. In terms of
the valuation, this means that
Vp (X~+l - , . x;;'-~~~~~)2': o. (3.3.4)
Also, Lemma 3.10 implies that Vp (Xn-2i-l) = qn-2i-2, and therefore
(q + 1) Vp (xn) = Vp (X~+l) 2': Vp ('X;;'-~~~~)l)= Vp (X;;'-~~~~)l)= - (q + 1) Vp (Xn-2i-l)
which implies that Vp (xn) 2': -Vp (Xn-2i-l) = _qn-2i-2. The triangle inequality of
the valuation Vp implies that
( q+l -(q+l)) > . { (q+l) ( -(q+l) ) }Vp xn -, . xn-2i-1 _ mm Vp xn ,Vp, . Xn-2i-1
= min {Vp (X~+l) ,Vp (x;;'-~~~~)l)}
= (q + 1) min {vp (xn), -Vp (Xn-2i-I)}
= (q + 1) min {vp (xn), _qn-2i-2} .
Note that the second argument of the minimum is negative. Since the whole right-
hand side of the inequality cannot be negative by (3.3.4), the ultrametric property
must apply in this case with the valuations of the two arguments of the minimum
being equal. Therefore Vp (xn) = _qn-2i-2. 0
Lemma 3.15. Let P E s'». Then Vp (xn) = -l.
Proof. The proof is by induction. The assertion is clear for ti ::; 2 and we suppose
ti 2': 3. If n is odd, then Pn-l = P nFn-l E s(n-l) and from the induction hypothesis,
Pn-l is a simple pole of Xn. It follows from Lemma 3.9 that the place P is a simple
pole of x.;
If n is even and Pn-l = P n Fn-l E s(n-l), the same argument applies. It remains to
check the case when n is even, n 2': 4 and Pn-l E S~n_~l). From Lemma 3.14 we know
-2-
that vPn_l (Xn-l) = -q. Since z~ + Zn = x~-=~and PI Pn-l is unramified (Proposition
3.11), we have that
q. Vp (zn) = (q + 1) Vp (Xn-l) = -q (q + 1)
and hence Vp (zn) = - (q + 1). It follows that
Vp (xn) = Vp (zn/xn-I)
= Vp (zn) - Vp (xn-I)
= - (q + 1) - (-q)
= -l.
D
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Lemma 3.16. If we denote by
p .-.LLn·-
the principal divisor of x.; in the function field Fn/IF q2, then
ln;3J
u; = qn-IQn - L qn-2i-2 D~n) - tr»,
i=O
where
D~n):= L Pand D(n):= L P.
PEs(n)
Moreover, degD~n) = qi (q -1) and degD(n) = ql~J.
Proof. This follows by induction on n, using Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15 and the
defining equations Z~+l + zn+l = Xh+l and Xn+l = Zn+l/Xn. 0
At this stage we have enough information to derive the recurrence needed to
calculate the genus of any function field in the tower. Together Lemma 3.16 and
Propositions 3.8 and 3.11 imply that the ramified places of the function field Fn/IFq2
are exactly those P E s'», and they are totally ramified. The different exponent of
a place P' E S (Fn+dIFq2) with PIl Pis d (PI) = (q - 1) (q + 2). Hence, if we denote
the respective genera of Fn/IFq2 and Fn+dIFq2 by gn and gn+l, the Hurwitz genus
formula (Theorem 2.19) yields
This recurrence enables us to establish (by induction) that the following explicit
formula for the genus holds:
Theorem 3.17. The genus gn = g (Fn) is given by
g
_ { qn + qn-l _ ~q~+l _ ~q~ _ q~-l + 1 if n - 0 mod 2,
n - nnl !!±! 2 n-l 1 .j 1 d 2q + q - - q 2 - q-2- + . n mo. (3.3.5)
It remains to be shown that there are enough places of degree one in the constituent
fields of the tower to ensure that the tower does meet the Drinfeld- Vladut bound.
Consider the subset of places of degree one of Fn/IFq2 of the following type: Let
PES (FdIFq2) be a zero of Xl - a with 0 =I- a E IFq2. The place P splits completely
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in Fn/ FI into qn-l places in Fn/Fq2. Since there are q2 -1 possible choices of a, there
are (q2 - 1)e: places of degree one of this type in Fn. From this we have that
(3.3.6)
Note that only a lower bound for the number of places of degree one has been
established. Garcia and Stichtenoth show in [9] how to refine the computation in
order to obtain an exact number, but this is not necessary for showing that the given
tower is asymptotically optimal, as we set out to do.
The formulae for the number of places of degree one and the genus in the tower
imply that 9n ::::;qn + qn-l and N; ~ (q2 - 1) qn-l. This implies that
A (.1") = lim N (Fn/Fq2) ~ lim (q2 - 1) qn-l ~ q _ 1.
n-too 9 (Fn/Fq2) n-too qn + qn-l
Since q - 1 ::::;A (.1") ::::;A (q2) ::::;q - 1 by the Drinfeld-Vládu] bound (Theorem
2.37) we have that A (.1") = q - 1, i.e. the tower is asymptotically optimal. Noting
that the construction is valid for any q = pn with p prime and n > 1, it also follows
that A (q2) = q - 1, as was stated without proof earlier.
Although outside the scope of this dissertation, it is interesting to point out a
connection with Drinfeld modular curves. Elkies [4] shows that the tower of Garcia
and Stichtenoth described in this section is modular, and that we can hence find
explicit equations for these towers of modular curves. He also conjectures that all
asymptotically optimal towers of function fields are modular.
3.4 Two towers of Kummer extensions
In [10], Garcia and Stichtenoth introduced two towers of Kummer extensions which
were subsequently generalized by Dealalikar in [2]. As these constructions yield
asymptotically good towers, even in the case where the cardinality of the field of
constants is non-square, it presents us with a positive lower bound for A (q) for arbi-
trary q. We present these generalizations of Deolalikar:
Theorem 3.18. Let q = pn and min where m =j:. ti. Let k = ::-=-~. Consider the
tower T = (Tl, T2, ... ) of function fields over Fq where Tl = Fq (Xl) and for i ~ 1,
Ti+l = Ti (Xi+l) where
where ai, bi E F;m for i ~1 and each ri is a power of p. Then
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(i) P00 splits completely throughout the tower.
(ii) Every ramified place in the tower lies above a rational place in Ts,
(iii) A (T) 2:: q:2.
Proof. First, note that if PES (T2/Fq) is a zero of Xl in T2, then we obtain a
zero of X2 of order not divisible by k. Hence the right-hand side is not a kth power
of an element of Tl. This argument similarly holds for a place dividing Xi in ~+l for
i 2:: 2. Therefore each equation is irreducible, and the tower is well-defined.
(i) Considering a typical step in the tower, we have
The extension Ti+l = ~ (Xi+l) is then clearly equal to the extension ~+l
Ti (Xi+I) where Xi+l = Xi+rli' since ~ E Ti. Hence the defining equation of
aixi aixi
Ti+d~ is equivalent to
(3.4.1)
and we set a equal to the right-hand side of (3.4.1). Then, working at Poo =
(x)oo, we have vr; (a) = 0 and in the residue field a = -I E OPoo/Poo. Hence,
by [6, p.130 (2.28)], Poo splits into k distinct places in the extension Ti+1/Ti.
(ii) Working with the residue classes, note that for ramification to take place in
Ti+l/Ti, we must have that the norm of Zi must be an element of Fpm. Thus
Zi E Fq. Since Zi is obtained by a linear transformation with Fq coefficients of a
characteristic power of Xi, Xi E Fq. But then, since x/ + Zi-l k = c: Zi-l E Fq,
and therefore Xi-l E Fq. Continuing in this way to the first step of the tower,
we obtain Xl E Fq. Therefore every ramified place in T; lies above a (finite)
rational place in Tl.
(iii) Firstly, it is easy to see that N (Tj) > kj-l for j 2:: 2 by (i). We proceed to
find an upper bound for the degree of the different. For the jth stage of the
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tower, the degree of the different is always less than it would have been if all q
finite rational places ramified from the second stage of the tower onwards. This
yields, using the transitivity of the different
degDiff (Tj/TI) < q ((k - 1) kj-2 + (k - 1) kj-3 + ...+ (k - 1) k + (k - 1))
= q (k - 1) [1+ k + k2 + ...+ kj-2]
<q(kj-I_1).
Using the Hurwitz genus formula, we obtain
Hence
N (T) 2kj-1 2
A (T) = lim J;::: lim .
j-+oo g (Tj) j-+oo (q - 2) (kJ-I - 1) q - 2
D
In its original form, this tower first appeared in [10] with m = ri = a; = bi = 1.
Over IF4' this tower meets the Drinfeld-Vladut bound.
The above theorem proves that there exists explicit towers of function fields over
any finite field which are asymptotically good, although the bound A (q) ;::: q:2 is of
course rather weak when working over large finite fields IFq. A stronger lower bound
can be obtained using the next tower, which also first appeared in less general form
in [10]:
Theorem 3.19. Let q = pn > 4, and let l = pm - 1 so that min and l > 1. Consider
the tower U = (UI, U2, ... ) of function fields over IFq where UI = IFq (xI) and for i ;:::1,
Ui+1 = Ui (Xi+I), where
where ai, bi E IF;m for i ;:::1 and each Si is a power of p. Then
(i) P 00 splits completely throughout the tower,
(ii) Every ramified place in the tower lies above a rational place in UI of the form
P"(, with I E IFpm and
(iii) A (U) ;:::P}-2.
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Proof. Again, it is first verified that U is indeed a tower of function fields. This
follows, as in the proof of Theorem 3.18, because bi = bfm-l = 1. The proof of (i)
follows similarly to that of Theorem 3.18(i). For (ii), note that to have ramification
at the ith stage of the tower, we must have that z/ = 1, i.e. Zi E IF;m. Similarly to
the proof of Theorem 3.18, we inductively find that each Zj and Xj for j :s: i is in
IF;m, and hence Xl E IF;m, implying that the ramified place lies above a rational place
of the form Pr' with, E lFpm. By again bounding the different divisor as before, we
also obtain (iii). 0
The tower U as described above can yield better lower bounds for A (q), consid-
ering that Theorem 3.19 implies that whenever we have an extension IFp" IlFpm we
can (for odd p) explici tly construct a tower U of Kummer extensions over IFpn with
A (U) 2: pm2_2 instead of the much weaker A (T) 2: pn2_2 implied by Theorem 3.18.
3.5 Towers of finite ramification type
In [13] Garcia, Stichtenoth and Thomas consider the value of A (F) for tame towers
F over a constant field of not necessarily square cardinality. We follow notation from
[12] and make the following definition:
Definition 3.20. Let F = (FI, F2' ... ) be a tower of function fields over lFq. Let
V (F) := {P E S (FdlFq) : P is ramified in Fnl FI for some n 2: 2}
be the ramificaiion locus of F. We will say F is of finite mmification type if V (F)
is finite.
We also make the following definition in order to analyze the splitting behaviour:
Definition 3.21. Let F = (FI, F2' ... ) be a tower of function fields over lFq. We say
that F is completely splitting if the set
T (F) := {P E S (FdlFq) : deg P = 1 and P splits completely in all Fnl FI}
is non-empty.
Garcia, Stichtenoth and Thomas gave a lower bound for the case where the tower
is tamely ramified. This was subsequently generalized by Van der Merwe in [34],
giving the following theorem which is applicable even in the case of towers which are
not tamely ramified:
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Theorem 3.22. Let F = (FI, F2' ... ) be a tower of function fields over IFq where the
following three conditions hold:
(i) :F is of finite ramification type.
(ii) :F is completely splitting.
(iii) Suppose for each Q E S (Fn/IFq) we let aQ be a non-negative constant such that
d (QIP) ~ aQ' e (QIP) where P = Q n Fl, and the set {aQ : Q E S (Fn/IFq)} is
bounded.
Then
A (:F) > 2 . IT (:F) I > 0
- 2g (FI) - 2 + 2: ap" deg PI
P'EV(.1")
where the ap' are constants such that aQ ~ ap' if QIPI for Q E S (Fn/IFq).
(3.5.1)
Proof. Note that (i) implies that V (:F) is finite. Let S = {PI, P2, ... , Pm} be
some finite subset of S (FdIFq) which contains V (:F). We may of course have that
S = V (:F), but relaxing this condition will not weaken the obtained lower bound.
Since the different divisor involves only those places lying over ramified places,
m
deg Diff (Fn/ F1) =L d(QIPj)degQ
apj . e (QIPj)' degQ
m
= [Fn: FIlL apj . deg Pj.
j=1
The Hurwitz genus formula (Theorem 2.19) yields
2g (Fn) - 2 = [Fn: FIl (2g (FI) - 2) + deg Diff (Fn/ FI)
m
< [Fn: FIl (2g (F1) - 2) + [Fn: FI]L api deg Pi
j=1
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and hence
N(~) > 2N(Fn)
9 (Fn) - 1 - [Fn: FIl (29 (Fl) - 2+ 2:7=1 ae, clegPj)
> 2 ·IT(F)I· [Fn: FIl
- [Fn : FI] (29 (Fl) - 2 + 2:7=1 apj deg Pj)
2 ·IT (F)I
which implies that
A (F) > 2 . IT (:) I
- 2g (FI) - 2 + 2:j=l apj deg Pj
2 ·IT (F)I
since we can choose ap = 0 for ap E S", V (F), since the different exponents of such
P are zero. D
As an immediate corollary we have
Corollary 3.23.
(i) If F has no ramification, then A (F) 2: gl(~~~~ll.
(ii) If F is tame, then A (F) 2: 2 (F) 2:f(F)1 cl p,.
9 1 - PIEV(J') eg
Proof. In case (i) V (F) = 0, and we can choose all the ap; to be zero. In case
(ii) the Dedekind Different Theorem becomes an equality, and d (QIPi) = e (QIPi) -1,
and hence we can choose all apj = 1, since d (QIPi) :::; 1 . (e (QIPi) - 1). D
Corollary 3.23 can be used as an alternative way to prove that the tower 7 from
Theorem 3.18 has A (7) 2: q~2. Indeed, in the notation of Theorem 3.18, the ex-
tensions are certainly tame since (l,p) = 1, the infinite place splits completely in all
extensions giving IT (F)I 2: 1 by Theorem 3.18(i), and V (F) ~ S where S consists
of all the finite places of degree one in Tl by Theorem 3.18(ii). Corollary 3.23(ii)
applies, proving Theorem 3.18(iii).
As a way of finding better values of ap for P E V (F) for use in Theorem 3.22,
the following proposition is useful:
Proposition 3.24. Let F = (Fl, F2' ... ) be a tower of function fields over lFq. For
PES (FdlFq), let ap be a non-negative constant such that ap . (e (Qi+lIQi) - 1) 2:
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d (Qi+IIQi) for all i 2: 1 where o. E S (Fi{f'q), QHI E S (Fi+df'q) and P ~ c. ~
QHI. Then
ap' e (QIP) 2: d (QIP) for all Q E P (Fn/f'q) with QIP.
Proof. Let F{ ~ F~ ~ F~ be finite separable extensions of function fields and
PI ~ P2 ~ P3 respective places of them lying over each other. If ap is a non-negative
constant such that ap (e (Pi+1IPi) - 1) 2: d (Pi+IIPi) for i = 1,2 then
d (P3IP!) = e (P3IP2) . d (P2IP!) + d (P3IP2)
:S e (P3IP2) ap (e (P2IPI) - 1) + ap (e (P3IP2) - 1)
= ap (e (P3IP!) - 1) ,
and the result follows by transitivity. o
Theorem 3.22 provides a way to obtain lower bounds for). (F) for even the cases
of F having wild ramification or being defined over a field of constants of non-square
cardinality. We will apply this theorem to a wildly ramified tower over a non-square,
non-prime finite field in Chapter 5.
In [11], Garcia and Stichtenoth introduce a new asymptotically optimal tower of
function fields over f'q2 by letting £ = (El, E2' ... ) where El = f'q2 (xI) and Ei+1 =
Ei (Xi+l) with
X
q
xi+! + Xi+1 = _lt for i = 1,2, ...
xq + 1t
(3.5.2)
This was proved independently first in [11] (by recursively bounding the degree of the
different divisor) and later by Van der Merwe [34] (by using Corollary 3.23). Garcia
and Stichtenoth, in [11], after proving that this tower is optimal, mention that the
tower E is in fact a subtower of their previous tower F described in Definition 3.7
from [9]. This can be seen by noting that
zq
_In forn=2,3, ... ,
Z~ + 1
and hence En ~ f'q2 (Xl, Z2, Z3, ... , Zn) = Fn for n 2: 2, and E -< F. Since F was shown
to be asymptotically optimal, it follows by Corollary 3.6, that £ is asymptotically
optimal as well. Garcia and Stichtenoth proved this fact for E in [11] in a completely
different way, however.
q+l
Writing the right-hand side of (3.5.2) as XXJ+Xi' we note that this expression is in
•
terms of the trace (denominator) and norm (numerator). This motivates the study
of extensions using these and generalizations of these functions in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Symmetry
Heuristically, a tower offunction fields F = (FI, F2' ... ) over K which is asymptotically
good, should in some way have constituent field extensions which split as many as
possible rational places in each step, while keeping the degree of the different divisor
low, thereby minimizing the growth of the genus. This is illustrated well by for
example considering Theorem 3.22 over an algebraically closed (infinite) field. In that
situation, almost all places are split completely in each step of the extension, and the
places which are ramified lie over a finite subset of S (FI! K). The observation may
also be made that while constituent field extensions which are optimal with respect
to the number of places of degree one may be preferable, this aim is secondary to
ensuring that as many places as possible split completely in each step of the tower,
and not just those early in the tower. The reason for this is that while in the short
term optimal function fields are good to get a high N (Fi) for the first steps in the
tower, it is essential to keep this as high as possible asymptotically. Optimal choices
early in the tower may create difficulties later on, making an asymptotically good
construction impossible.
The secondary problem with which we are faced is to describe these extensions
explicitly, i.e. derive explicit rational functions ii and gi with I, (Xi+l) = gi (Xi) which
define the extensions Fi+1 := F; (xi+d recursively. Doing so, we would hope that the
rational functions arising in this way would in some way be natural, leading to possible
generalizations. In the examples we will consider, ii will often be a polynomial
defining a Kummer, Artin-Schreier or linearized extension, and gi a rational function
constructed in terms of symmetric or quasi-symmetric functions.
In this chapter we will give an overview of the calculation of the genus in many sit-
uations. The emphasis will however not primarily be on improving the N (Fi) / 9 (Fi)
ratio in F as i __,00, but rather the ratio N (Fi) / [Fi : FI]. This will give us free rein
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to focus on the problem of splitting as many places as possible in each extension of
the tower relative the the degree of the extension, i.e. splitting almost all places of
degree one, while possibly at the cost of a large genus.
Deolalikar looks at the situation as described above in his Ph.D. thesis [2], and
considers the effect of splitting almost all rational places in extensions of function
fields. Particularly, he describes families where all rational places, or all rational places
except one are split completely. This splitting is achieved by using the symmetric and
quasi-symmetric functions mentioned earlier, and gives a natural form for the explicit
constructions in terms of these functions. This also leads to a natural generalization
of the Hermitian function field, which in some cases yields some of the best values for
Nq (g) as listed in Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's tables [33].
Some properties of towers of these forms are discussed, and we exhibit an example
by Deolalikar implying that splitting all places of degree one except one is better than
splitting all places of degree one to limit the growth of the genus in extensions of
function fields, although the number of places of degree one in the extension field is
less. This emphasizes the fact that asymptotically good towers are rare, and that a
"greedy" approach, for example attempting maximal splitting of all places of degree
one in each step of a tower will most likely result in asymptotically bad towers. What
follows is a discussion of this work of Deolalikar.
4.1 Symmetric extensions
Let R be an integral domain and let K be the field of fractions of R. Consider
the polynomial ring in n variables over R, given by R [X] := R [Xl, X2, ... , xn]. The
symmetric group Sn in ti variables acts naturally on R [X], permuting the variables. A
polynomial f (X) E R [X] which is fixed under the action of Sn, is called a symmetric
polynomial. If Sn is allowed to act on the quotient field K (X) in the natural way,
its fixed elements will be called symmetric rational functions, or simply symmetric
functions. These form a subfield K (X)s of K (X). The theory of symmetric functions
forms a rich branch of the study of polynomials in several indeterminates. Amongst
others, we have the fundamental theorem on symmetric functions, which states that
K (X)s = K (Sn,l (X) ,Sn,2 (X), ... , sn,n (X))
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where the ti elementary symmetric polynomials in ti variables are
Sn,2 (X) = L XiXj,
l~i<j~n
i.e. that any symmetric rational function can be written as a rational function in the
elementary symmetric polynomials.
We now consider an arbitrary finite field IFq, and an arbitrary extension IFqn/IFq of
degree ti of it. From Galois theory, we know that this is a Galois extension, it is cyclic,
and that the group is generated by the Frobenius automorphism ¢ : a f---t aq of the
extension. For this extension, we will evaluate the elementary symmetric polynomials
(resp. symmetric functions) in IFqn (t) at (t, ¢ (t), ¢2 (t), ... , ¢n-l (t)) where t is some
indeterminate. We will call these the (n, q)-elementary symmetric polynomials (resp.
(n, q)-symmetric functions) and writing them as functions of t, we have
(t) """' t
qi
,Sn,l = ~
O<i<n-l
Sn,2 (t) =
O~i<j~n-l
There are n (n, q)-elementary symmetric polynomials, of which sn,l (t) and sn,n (t)
are the familiar trace and norm, respectively. If n ~ 3, there are more possibilities,
and Deolalikar strongly suggests that these are more useful towards the aim of con-
structing function fields with many rational places than the trace and norm. We note
that these polynomials are, by construction, invariant under the action of Frobenius.
As is known for the trace and norm, we also have more generally the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let f (t) be an (n, q)-symmetric function with coefficients from IFq and
let I E IFs": Then, we have that f ("y) E IFq U 00.
Proof. We can write f (t) as a rational function in {Sn,i (t)}l~i~n with coefficients
in IFq. Note that each (n, q)-symmetric polynomial is invariant under the operation
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of raising to the qth power, modulo (tqn - t), by definition. Hence, each (n, q)-
elementary symmetric polynomial, restricted to IFqn, is invariant under this operation,
as are the coefficients, since they are from lFq. The only other possibility is '/ being a
pole of I, which yields the possibility 00. 0
It can be checked [2, Lemma 1.2.6-1.2.12] that Sn,l (t) is a permutation polynomial
over lFqm (i.e., induces a bijection over lFqm) if gcd (m, n) = 1 and pt n, where p is the
characteristic of IFq:
We will denote the field of (n, q )-symmetric functions with coefficients in IFc= by
F, := lFqn (Sn,l (x) ,Sn,2 (x) , ... , sn,n (x)) C lFqn (x)
and the field of (n, q)-symmetric functions with coefficients in lFq by
F/) := lFq (Sn,l (x), Sn,2 (x) , ... , sn,n (x)) C lFqn (x).
The superscript cp indicates that the values of these functions are fixed by cp on lFqn,
and hence lie in lFq, by Lemma 4.1.
Let F IlF qn be a function field, and E a finite separable extension of F generated
by y, where cp (y) = 0 for cp an irreducible polynomial over F. The aim will now be
to describe families of extensions of F whose generators satisfy explicit equations in
terms of only (n, q)-symmetric functions. Let y satisfy g (y) = i (x) where I, g E Ft
By Lemma 4.1 and the subsequent comments, it is clear that i and g will only assume
values in lFq U 00, rather than other values in lFqn U 00. It is this property of these
functions which tends to increase the number of solution pairs (x, y) of the equation.
The case of i being an (n, q )-elementary symmetric polynomial will be considered in
the rest of the chapter, but the same methods can be used to handle cases where we
do not make this assumption, and choose arbitrary i E Ft
In order to describe a family of modified Artin-Schreier extensions based on the
elementary symmetric polynomials, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let F = lFqn (x), q = pm and r = m (n - 1). Moreover, let E := F (y)
where y satisfies
and i (x) is not the image of any element in F under a linear polynomial. Then the
following hold:
(ij The extension ElF is Galois of degree [E : F] = qn-l. Elements of Gal (ElF) =
{(},8 : y t------+ Y + ,BLn,! (,8)=0 can be identified with the set of elements in IFq" whose
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trace (Sn,l) is zero. This gives Gal (ElF) the structure of a r-tiimensioïuil Yi,
vector space.
(ii) There exists a tower of subextensions
such that for i = 0,1, ..., r - 1, [Ei+l : Ei] is Galois of degree p.
(iii) Let {bi}l~i~r be a lFp-basis for Gal (ElF). The tower of subextensions of (ii)
can then be constructed in the following manner. For j = 0,1, ..., r -1, let Ej be
the fixed field of the subgroup of Gal (ElF) generated by {bl,b2, ... ,br-j}. The
generators of Ej are then {Yl, Y2, ... , Yj} where Yl, Y2, ... , Yr = Y satisfy
P BP-l -Y - r Y - Yr-l,
P BP-l -Yr-l - r-l Yr-l - Yr-2,
where
{Jr,j = br-j+l,
{J - {JP Bp-l{Jr-l,j - r,j - r r,j,
{J - {JP BP-l{Jl,j - 2,j - 2 2,j
and
Proof.
(i) We note that since
Sn,l (y) =«: +r: + ...+ Y
is additive, its roots (being {J E IFqn with Sn,l ({J) = 0) form a finite abelian
subgroup V ~ lFqn (considered as an additive group). Using Theorem 2.31, one
finds that Sn,l (y) - f (x) is absolutely irreducible, and hence by Proposition
2.30 is a Galois extension where the Galois group is isomorphic to the kernel of
Sn,l·
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(ii) Examining the description for Gal (ElF) given in (i), we observe that it is a
product of p-cycles and hence has exponent p. Indeed, if (31, (32 E IFqn with
Sn,l ((31) = 0 = Sn,l ((32), then (afJJ and (afJ2) are both p-cycles, and hence
(afJll afJ2) is an abelian group of order p2, therefore a product of p-cycles. Hence
we can always find a normal series
such that [Gi+l :Gi] = p. The fundamental theorem of Galois theory then
implies the existence of the desired tower by setting Ei to be the fixed field of
c-.
(iii) Note that (ii) already provided a proof of the existence of a tower with the
desired properties. We show that the successive extensions will satisfy the
given recursive equations. Let Gr-l be the lFp-span of bl, and Er-l its fixed
field. The automorphisms of Er IEr-l are then given by y f---+ Y + ab; with
a E lFp. Therefore
Now this procedure is iterated by letting Gr-2 be the lFp-span of {bl, b2} and
considering the extension Er-ll Er-2, and noting that the automorphism of
ElF given by y f---+ Y + b2, when restricted to an automorphism of Er-l IEr-2
is given by Yr-l f---+ Yr-l + ~ -l!{-lb2. By continuing setting Gr-j, j ~ 2 to
be the lFp-span of {bl,b2, ... ,bj} and restricting the automorphisms of ElF to
Er-j+l Ie->. we get the defining equations stated above in terms of the basis
elements.
o
In the notation of Lemma 4.2, it is clear that every sub extension El of E which
has degree pover F is of the form F (z), where z satisfies zP - Az = f (x), for
some A E lFqn. We now focus on the case where f (x) is an elementary symmetric
polynomial, and derive a result analogous to Proposition 2.30 in the form of the
following theorem
Theorem 4.3 ([2, 1.3.14]). Let F = lFqn (x), q = pm and r = m (n - 1). For each
i = 2,3, ... , n, let
Ei := F (y)
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where y satisfies
n-l n-2 (yq + yq + ...+ y = Sn,i x).
Then the following hold for each extension Ed F:
(i) Ed F is Galois of degree [Ei: FJ = qn-l and
Gal (Ed F) = {a{3 : y -+ y + ,LJ} Sn,l ({3)=O .
(ii) The only place of F IFqn that is ramified in Ei is the unique pole P 00 of x.
Moreover, this pole P 00 is totally ramified in Ei, We denote the unique place
lying above P 00 in Ed F by P~.
(iii) Let mi denote the coprime degree of Sn,i (x). Then
The ramification groups of P~lFoo are Co = Cl = ... = Cmi+l = Gal (Ed F)
and Cmi+2 = {O}.
(iv) The different exponent d (P~ IF00) = (qn-l - 1) (mi + 1).
(v) The genus g (Ei) = ~(qn-l - 1) (mi - 1).
(vi) All other rational places of FIFqn split completely in Ed F, giving N (Ei)
q2n-l + 1, a number independent of the choice of (n, q)-elementary symmetric
polynomial Sn,i (x).
Proof.
(i) Note that p times the coprime degree of Sn,i (x) is larger than the degree of
Sn,i (x). This follows because the term of Sn,i (x) determining the coprime de-
gree of the polynomial must be xqn-l+qn-2+ ...+qn-i+l+l by maximality, and the
nondivisibility by p of the exponent of x. Therefore the hypotheses of Con-
dition 2.32 are met, ensuring that the defining equation of Ed F is absolutely
irreducible. Then the proof is completed by applying Lemma 4.2(i).
(ii) By Proposition 2.30 and in particular part (v) (with the hypotheses satisfied
by P00), only the infinite place P00 is ramified in this extension, and it is totally
ramified.
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(iii) Let G = Gal (Ed F). In order to study the sequence of ramification groups
we use the indicator function ic as defined on page 16. For each subgroup
H S; G, define (G j H) k to be the kth ramification group of the fixed field of H,
relative to P~. We then analogously use the indicator function iet H on Gj H
which has the characterization
iC/H (s) 2: k + 1 :~ S E (GjH)k
where s = s + H.
Claim 1: If [G : Hl = p, we have that
iC/H (s) = { 00
mi +2
if s = 0,
otherwise.
Proof: The case for s = 0 follows immediately, since vr: (0) = 00. The
subgroup H of G of index p corresponds to a subextension El of degree pover
F. By the remarks following Lemma 4.2, this extension has the form El = F (z)
where zP - Az = Sn,i (x) for some A E IFqn. By the comments on the coprime
degree in the proof of (i), Corollary 2.34 applies, and hence it is possible to find
a polynomial S~,i (x) E lFqn [Xl such that El = F (Z) where
ZP - AZ = S~ i (X) with deg S~ i (X) = tru., , (4.1.1)
Suppose P;' is the unique place lying above Poo in El. We have that Op= =
lFqn [X-I], and wish to find WEEl such that Op:;, = lFqn [w], in order to be able
to evaluate the indicator function at S. From (4.1.1), noting that e (P;'!Poo) = p
by (ii), and as ve; (S~,i (x)) < 0, it follows that p' vr; (Z) = mi' vr.; (x) and
therefore vr; (Z-I) = 9;, i.e. vP:;'(Z-I) = mi. Therefore
Z-I = ui'"> U
where u = ao + al w + a2w2 + ...is a unit (ao i- 0) in Op:;" and hence
z-I/mi = w . uI/mi.
Therefore we have Op:;, lFqn [[Z-I/m;]] and equation (2.1.2) from page 16
applies. Since s (Z) = Z + f3 (say), we have
s (Z-l) = Z ~ f3 = Z (/+ %)
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which yields
which completes the proof of the first claim, since "8 E (GIHL 1 = Gal (EU F)
as well.
Claim 2: For any proper subgroup K ~ G, the average value of iC/K over the
nonzero elements of GIK is mi + 2.
Proof: Fix some proper subgroup K ~ G and suppose [G : K] = pl. We
consider all the intermediate subgroups K c HeG such that [G :H]= p.
O-K-G~GIK-O
pi pi
O-K-H-HIK-O
pi-II
K
These intermediate subgroups H are in one to one correspondence with the
subgroups of GIK of index p, of which there are ~~ll. Any particular 0 i=-
s E G IK is contained in exactly pl;~~1 of these subgroups of G IK, denoted by
HIK. From [25, IV Proposition 3] we get the formula
1
iC/H ("8) = l-l I:: iC/K (s).
p s-ts
(4.1.2)
Varying H, each 0 i=- s E GIK is nonzero in exactly pl-l of the GIH, since
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[H: KJ = pl-l. Then we have
L L iC/H (s) = L l~l L iC/K (s) (by (4.1.2))
KCHCC,[C:H]=pO#EC/H KCHCC,[C:H]=p p s-ts
"'"' 1 l-l' "'"'~ L=ï' P . 'tC/K (s) = Z:: iC/K (s).
O¥:sEC/K P O¥:sEC/K
We note that the expression on the left-hand side has exactly ~~ll (p - 1) = pl_1
terms, and the final expression on the right-hand side has exactly pl - 1 terms
as well. Therefore the average value of the terms summed over on the left must
be equal to the average of the terms on the right, and it follows that, since
iC/H (s) = mi + 2 for s =1= 0, the average of the items on the right-hand side is
mi + 2 as well, proving the second claim.
Now, suppose that there exists 0 =1= s E G so that ic (s) =1= mi + 2. Because of
Claim 1 above, we can assume without loss of generality that ic (s) > mi + 2.
Since ic is constant on cyclic subgroups, G cannot be cyclic. But then the
average of ic on G/ (s) will be less than mi + 2, a contradiction. It follows that
ic (s) = mi + 2 for nonzero s E G, and therefore implies that
Gal (Ed F) = Go = GI = ... = Gmi+l and Gmi+2 = O.
(iv) By Hilbert's Different Theorem,
00
d (P~IPoo) =L (IGil- 1) = (qn-l - 1) (mi + 1).
i=O
(v) Since 9 (F) = 0, the Hurwitz genus formula implies that
1
9 (Ei) = 1+ qn-l (-1) + '2 (qn-l - 1) (mi + 1)
= ~ (qn-l _ 1) (mi - 1)
2
since Diff (Ed F) = (qn-l - 1) (mi + 1) . P~.
(vi) The complete splitting of the other rational places follows directly from Propo-
sition 2.30. The number of places of degree one in Ei is then given by the places
lying above finite places of F (there are qn .«:' of them) and the unique place
P~ lying above Poo adding up to q2n-l + 1 places of degree one.
o
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It may now be noted that the example shown on page 21 can be studied in the light
of Theorem 4.3. In particular, we can now consider the extension E21 F determined
by the equation
yq2 + yq + y = 83,2 (x)
where F = lFq3 (x). From the preceding theorem it immediately follows that all
rational places of F, except for the pole Poo, splits completely in Ed F. Then the
function field EdF has q5 + 1 rational places and 9 (E2) = ~q2 (q2 - 1), since the
coprime degree of 83,2 (x) in this context is m2 = q2 + 1.
It is interesting to note that the above example, when q = 2, yields the defining
equation
y4 + y2 + y = x6 + x5 + .y3
for an extension of the rational function field over lFs which has 25 + 1 = 33 places
of degree one and genus ~22 (22 - 1) = 6. From Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's
tables [33] for Nq (g), we find this function field attains the best known value for
Ns (6). It is unknown whether there exist function fields over lFs of genus 6 which has
more than 33 places of degree one. Similarly, the analogous equation for q = 3 yields
a function field of genus 36 having 244 places of degree one, also attaining the best
known value for N27 (36) on the tables.
It has been long known that the "trace-norm" extensions of the form ElF, E =
F (y) with
8n,1 (y) = 8n,n (x)
split all rational places of degree one, except for the pole, which is totally ramified.
It is now clear, however, that this is only one special case of a more general family of
symmetric extensions sharing many of the same properties. For the case n = 2, this
yields the known maximal Hermitian function field, where the trace and norm are
taken down to lFq. However, if q =1= p, it may be possible to take the trace and norm
down to a smaller subfield of lFq. When doing so, the degree of the extension, the
number of rational places and the genus will increase. The maxima for these three
properties of the extension are reached when the trace and norm is taken down to lFp.
We can therefore continue and consider for a function field over IFq", trace-norm
extensions with the trace and norm going down to any subfield IFqn/m c;:;; IFq", where
min. Considering these in terms of (nim, qm)-elementary symmetric polynomials,
these generalized trace-norm constructions are of the form
s u: 1 (y) = s s: .!l_ (x) .
m' m'm
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While both the number of places of degree one and the genus increases with increasing
m, we would like to see the behaviour of their ratio N/ g as m increases. This is done
in the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. Let F = IFqn (x), and for m =1= n with min, r = ~, let E = F (y) where
y satisfies
qm(r-l) qm(r-2) _ qm(r-l)+qm(r-2)+ ...+1y +y + ... +y-x ,
i.e. where the norm and trace are being taken down to IFqm. Then, the ratio N / g, of
the number of rational places to the genus, increases with increasing m.
Proof. In this situation, we have N (E) = q2n-m + 1, because qn-m places of
E lie above each of the qn places in F which split completely (giving qn . qn-m =
q2n-m places), and the unique place lying above Poo. Also, the coprime degree of
qm(r-l)+qm(r-2)+ +1' .X ... 1S Just
1 mr
m = «+» +«+» + ...+ 1= - q
1- qm
from which we obtain
d (PI lP ) = qm (qn-m - 1)2
00 00 (qm _ 1)
N(E)
g (E)
2 (qm _ 1) (qm + q2n)
(qn _ qm)2
From this it is clear that the numerator increases with increasing m, and the denom-
inator decreases with increasing m. Hence N (E) / g (E) increases with increasing m.
o
Clearly, if n is even, the optimal (in the context of increasing N/ g) choice of m is
m := ~. This gives rise to the Hermitian function field. When n is not even, the best
we can do is to let Po be the smallest prime factor of ti, and consider m := 2!., r = Po
Po
in Lemma 4.4.
However, Theorem 4.3 gives us another way to improve the ratio. For a specific
value of ti, it describes ti - 1 symmetric extensions E2' E3, ... , En of the rational
function field F = IFqn (x). While each of these symmetric extensions of F have
the same number N (E) = q2n-1 + 1 of rational places, the different exponent of the
infinite place of each is determined by the coprime degree of the associated elementary
symmetric polynomial Sn,i (x). Considering the proof of Theorem 4.3(i), it is clear that
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the coprime degree mi of Sn,i (x) increases as i increases. Because of the expression
for the genus in Theorem 4.3(v), we have
It follows that if n > 2, for the purposes of improving the N/ g ratio for a symmetric
extension, Ed F is the best choice, and En/ F the worst. Since En/ F is the trace-norm
extension, it turns out that the trace-norm is the worst of the symmetric extensions,
while the extension using the second (n, q)-symmetric polynomial is the best, with
respect to lowering the genus. This leads Deolalikar [2] to investigate E2 as a possibly
more natural generalization of the Hermitian function field than En for n 2: 3. To
motivate this, consider the following:
The Hermitian function field has genus ~q (q - 1) and is the unique maximal
function field over lFq2 of genus g 2: ~q (q - 1), see for example [16]. The Hermitian
function field has an extremely large automorphism group. If we denote by Nm (E)
the number of places of degree m of E, then N2 = 0 for the Hermitian function field,
i.e. there are no new rational places over lFq4 which were not already present over lFq2.
The symmetric extension E2 shares many of these properties. We have seen that
it has minimal genus in the family of symmetric extensions described by Theorem
4.3. For each ex and (3 in lFq2 satisfying (3q+ (3 = exq+l, an automorphism CJ of the
Hermitian function field is given by
CJ : (x, y) t----7 (x + (3, y + x (3q+ ex) .
For the symmetric extension E2 a description of the automorphisms are given by the
following proposition, of which a proof can be found in [2, 1.5.2] :
Proposition 4.5. Let F = lFqn (x) and E = F (y) where y satisfies
and this defining equation is satisfied by some (ex,(3) = (x,y) E lF~n. Then there exists
an automorphism CJ of E given by
CJ : (x, y) t----7 (x + (3, y + x(3q + x(3q2 + ...+ x(3qn-l + ex) .
These automorphisms keep F fixed and form a subgroup of order q2n-l of the full
automorphism group of the function field E/lFqn. Moreover, N2 (E2) = 0 if ti ~
{3, 4, 6}.
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4.2 Quasi-symmetric extensions
The symmetric polynomials described in the previous section enabled us to construct
extensions of the rational function field where all places except one were split com-
pletely. We will follow Deolalikar's [2], [3] development of the theory of these exten-
sions when we generalize symmetric functions to the larger class of quasi-symmetric
functions. This will enable us to again split almost all rational places, and even in
some cases split all rational places. As before, the methods described here will pro-
vide the tools with which we can construct extensions of the rational function field
of arbitrarily high genus and number of places of degree one.
To begin, we introduce the notion of quasi-symmetry. As before, R is an integral
domain and K its field of fractions:
Definition 4.6. A polynomial J (X) E R [X] is called quasi-symmetric ij it is .fixed
by the cycle I = (12 ... n) E Sn, where Sn is the symmetric group on n variables. The
fixed elements oj the action oj I on K (X) will be called quasi-symmetric rational func-
tions, or simply quasi-symmetric functions. We denote this set of quasi-symmetric
functions by K (X)qs' which forms a subfield of K (X).
In order to see that there are quasi-symmetric functions which are not symmetric,
consider for example (for n = 3)
This example can be generalized in the obvious way for larger ti.
On page 49 the extension IFqnIIF q of finite fields was considered, and symmetric
polynomials were evaluated at (X) = (t, tq, ... , tqn-1). Analogously we will evaluate
quasi-symmetric polynomials (resp. quasi-symmetric functions) in IFqn(X) also at
(X) = (t,tq, ... ,tqn-1). As functions of t, we will call these (n,q)-quasi-symmetric
polynomials (resp. (n, q)-quasi-symmetric functions). In this format, the above ex-
ample of a (3, q)-quasi-symmetric polynomial would appear as
J (t) = t1+2q+ tq+2q2+ tq2+2.
Lemma 4.7. Let J (t) E R [tl be (n, q)-quasi-symmetric. Then
J (tq) = J (t) mod (tqn - t) .
Proof. Considering J(t) as a polynomial in R[X] evaluated at (t,tq, ... ,tqn-1),
we have that since J (, (t, tq, , tqn-1)) = J (tq, tq2, ... ,«:', t), it follows that
J (tq, tq2, ,r:', t) = J (tq) mod (tqn - t). (4.2.1)
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But, quasi-symmetry of f (t) implies that the LHS of (4.2.1) equals f (t), implying
the result. 0
Deolalikar shows that the converse of the above result holds if f (t) has degree
less than qn, i.e. if deg f (t) < q", then f (t) is (n, q)-quasi-symmetric if and only
if f (tq) = f (t) mod (tqn - t). It follows that quasi-symmetry is characterized by its
action on the elements of IFqn, as the following corollary states :
Corollary 4.8. A polynomial f (t) E IFqn [tl is (n, q)-quasi-symmetric if and only if
f (z") = f (z) for all z E IFqn.
Analogously to the symmetric functions generalizing the norm and the trace in
the extension IFqn IIF q mapping elements of IFqn down to IFq, we have the following
result for quasi-symmetric polynomials with coefficients in IFq:
Lemma 4.9. Let f (X) E IFq [X] be (n, q)-quasi-symmetric. Then f (z) E IFq for all
z E IFqn.
Proof. It suffices to show that (f (z))q = f (z). But, this follows immediately
from Corollary 4.8 and the fact that the coefficients of f are in IFq- 0
Due to the following result, the notions of (n, q)-quasi-symmetric function and
(n, q)-quasi-symmetric polynomial can be used interchangably:
Lemma 4.10. Let f : IFqn -+ IFqn be a function satisfying f (zq) = f (z) for each
z E IFqn. Then there exists an (n, q)-quasi-symmetric polynomial 9 (t) E IFqn [tl such
that f (z) = 9 (z) for all z E IFqn.
Proof. By Lagrange interpolation a polynomial 9 (t) E IFqn [tl can be found which
agrees with f on IFa": To be precise, Lagrange interpolation yields the polynomial
where IFqn = {Zl,Z2, ... ,Zqn}, i.e. some enumeration of the elements of IFqn. Since
Zj - Zi -; 0 in each factor, this is well-defined over the finite field IFqn. Thus 9 (zq) =
9 (z) for each Z E IFqn, and hence by Corollary 4.8, 9 (t) is (n, q)-quasi-symmetric.
o
It is worth noting that the polynomial representation 9 for the function f as
obtained in the previous lemma is not unique, although Lagrange interpolation yields
one possibility.
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We now define
Uqs := {J : lFqn -t lFqn : J is a (n, q) -quasi-symmetric function} , and
Vqs := {J E Uqs : 3g (t) E lFq [tl such that Vz E lFqn : J (z) = 9 (z)} .
The set Uqs can be considered a lFqn-vector space and Vqs ~ Uqs the lFq-subspace of
functions representable by polynomials with coefficients in lFq.
Lemma 4.11. Any lFq-linearly independent subset {Ji (t) L:Si:ST in Vqs is lFqn -linearly
independent in Vqs.
Proof. Suppose
r
i=l
with Ui E lFqn, and {WI, W2, ... , Wn} a lFq-basis for lFqn. Then each Ui = 'L7=I aijWj for
aij E IFq and hence t, (t,ai,!i (t)) Wj = 0,
and since I, (z) E lFq for z E lFqn, each 'L~=I aijJi (t) = 0, and hence aij = ° for
i = 1,2, ... , rand j = 1,2, ... ,n. D
We now define 9 to denote the set of orbits of Galois for the action of Gal (IFqn IlF q)
on IFqn. Then Uqs can be seen to be functions J : IFqn -t IFqn which are constant on
each orbit in G, and Vqs contains functions J : lFqn -t lFq that are constant on these
orbits. While we could only prove the existence of a polynomial representation of
an element of Uqs in Lemma 4.10, we now show the essential uniqueness of such a
representation if we restrict ourselves to Vqs:
Proposition 4.12. For each J E Vqs there exists a unique polynomial representation
9 (t) E lFq [tl oj degree less than qn, such that J (z) = 9 (z) Jar all zE lFqn.
Proof. Choose a polynomial representation 9 (t) of J of degree less than qn.
Recalling that c/J (z) = zq, define c/J (g (t)) q to be the unique polynomial of degree
less than qn which is congruent to c/J(g (t)) mod (tqn -t). Since JE Vqs, g(t) and
c/J (g (t))q must agree on lFqn. Hence they must be equal, since if not, the polynomial
9 (t) - c/J (g (t))q would have q" zeros and degree at most qn -1, a contradiction. Hence
the coefficients of 9 (t) are fixed by Gal (lFqnllFq), and therefore 9 (t) E lFq [tl. Similarly
as above, if there exist polynomials 9 (t) ,g* (t) E lFq [tl both being representatives of
J of degree less than qn, then their difference 9 (t) - g* (t) would be a polynomial with
more zeros than its degree. Therefore the obtained 9 (t) is unique, as required. D
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Dealalikar moreover shows that the dimension of Uqs (resp. Vqs) as a IFqn-vector
space (resp. IFq-vector space) is IQI. This can be seen by constructing a linearly
independent set of functions {fih~i~191' for example one where fi = 1 on the ith
orbit of Galois and fi = 0 otherwise.
Lemma 4.13. There exist (n, q)-quasi-symmetric functions that have no zeros in IFqn.
Proof. Considering the linearly independent subset mentioned above, we are free
to assign any value in IFq for a (n, q)-quasi-symmetric function on an orbit of Galois.
In particular we can choose nonzero values, and this presents us with (q - 1)191 such
functions which are nonzero on orbits of Galois, and no zeros in IFqn. 0
Lemma 4.13 guarantees the existence of many (n, q)-quasi-symmetric functions
having no zeros in IFqn. One way to explicitly construct these are by composing
quasi-symmetric functions with irreducible polynomials:
Lemma 4.14. Let i (t) E IFq [tl be an irreducible polynomial, and s (t) E Vqs be a
(n, q)-quasi-symmetric polynomial. Then (i 0 s) (t) is (n, q)-quasi-symmetric, maps
IFqn to IFq, and has no zeros in IFqn .
Proof. Since s (t) maps IFqn to IFq and i (t) E IFq It], i (s (t)) is (n, q)-quasi-
symmetric and maps IFqn to IFq. Concerning the zeros, suppose i (s (t)) has a zero
a E IFqn, i.e. i (s (a)) = o. Then s (a) E IFq is a zero of i (t), which is impossible since
i (t) is irreducible over IFq. 0
In the next constructions, we will often use i (t) = tm - f3 (where f3 is not an mth
power in IFq) as the irreducible polynomial in Lemma 4.14.
Analogously to the symmetric extensions of the rational function field as described
in an earlier section, we now look at quasi-symmetric extensions. As before, we will
look at extensions of the rational function field F := IFqn (x). Given this rational
function field, we will often use Fqs to denote the field of (n, q)-quasi-symmetric
functions in F, and Ft to denote those functions in Fqs whose coefficients are from
IFq (i.e. are fixed by cp).
The general quasi-symmetric extension we will consider is of the form
g(y) = f (x)
where f, 9 E Ft. Working over K = IFqn, the remarks made in the previous section
imply that, in the residue field of some PES (F / K), the functions f (x) and 9 (y) will
take values in IFq U 00, rather than the larger IFqn U 00. We will again look at the case
where the left-hand side is a linearized symmetric polynomial, hence quasi-symmetric.
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Theorem 4.15. Let F = K (x) where K = IFqn. Let E = F (y), where y satisfies
qn-l qn-2 _ h (x)
y + Y + ...+ Y - 9 (x)
where h (x), 9 (x) E Ft, and ~~:~is not the image of a rational function in F under
a linear polynomial. Then
(i) E / F is Galois with [E : F] = qn-l and Gal (E / F) = {af] : y I----t Y + ,BLn.l (f])=o'
(ii) Let PES (F/ K) with Vp G~:n= -m, m > 0 and (m, q) = l. Then P is
totally ramified in E, with d (PIl P) = (qn-l - 1) (m + 1) where P' is the unique
place lying above P.
(iii) Let Q E S (F / K) with vQ G~:n::::O. Then Q splits completely in E.
Proof. Irreducibility of the defining equation follows by Theorem 2.31, thereby
implying (i), since Theorem 2.31 can be extended to apply to rational functions as
well. Noting that h (x) ,9 (x) E Ft it follows that the residue class of ~~:\ at any
rational place is in IFq. Therefore Proposition 2.30 applies, implying (ii) and (iii).
o
In order to split all rational places, quasi-symmetric functions with no zeros in K
are used. These can be obtained by the construction described in Lemma 4.14.
Theorem 4.16. Consider the extension as described in Theorem 4.15 with the addi-
tional hypotheses that degg(x) > degh(x) and g(x) has no zeros in IFqn. Then all
the rational places of F split completely in E, and N (E) =«:' (qn + 1).
Proof. For all z E IFqn, h (z) / 9 (z) E IFq, and this ensures that all places of
the form P, split completely. Since deg 9 (x) > deg h (x), the RHS of the defining
equation has a zero at Poo, implying that Poo also splits completely in E, considering
Proposition 2.30(v). 0
In the situation as described in Theorem 4.16, the ratio N (E) / [E : F] attains its
maximal possible value, namely q" + 1.
4.3 Towers where all places split completely
For the coming results, we will assume that we are working with a tower :F =
(F1, F2, ... ) of function fields over IFqn. We will denote the subfield of F; consist-
ing of (n, q)-quasi-symmetric functions of Xj by Fj,qs ~ F, and the subfield of F; of
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(n, q)-quasi-symmetric functions of Xj with IFq coefficients by Fj~qs' First we will look
at the case where all rational places split completely:
Theorem 4.17. Consider the tower F = (FI,F2' ... ) of function fields where FI =
IFqn (Xl) and for i 2: 1 Fi+! = F; (XHI) where
g (Xi) , h (Xi) E Fi~qs' ~~~:~ is not the image of a rational function under a linear
polynomial, and h (x) has no zeros in IFqn. Also, degg (xi) ~ deg h (Xi)' Then
(i) All rational places of FI split completely in all steps of the tower.
(ii) For every place P in F; that is ramified in Fi+!, a place P' in FHI lying above
P is unramified in Fi+2.
Proof.
(i) The place Poo splits completely because of the condition on the degrees of g and
h. Also, for any rational place P, the right-hand side of the defining equation is
in the valuation ring since deg g ~ deg h. The class of the right-hand side in the
residue class field is in IFq at each of these places, since itself is in Fi~qS' Then
Proposition 2.30(v) implies that every rational place in F; splits completely in
FHI.
(ii) Suppose PES (FdIFqn) is ramified in Fi+d Fi, and P' is a place lying above it
in S (FHdIFqn). Then the right-hand side of
has a zero at P' because of the condition on the degrees of g and h. Therefore
P' is unramified in Fi+2.
o
A more specific result is obtained if we select g and h to be irreducibles of a certain
type. In particular, we can choose them as we had after Lemma 4.14 as being of the
form x": - f3 where f3 is not an mth power. We will restrict ourselves further, and look
at the simpler case for m = 2, which describes a typical tower of the type described
above.
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Theorem 4.18. Consider the tower F = (FI, F2' ... ) of function fields over lFqn (not
of characteristic 2) where FI = lFqn (Xl)' and for i 2: 1, Fi+l = F; (Xi+l) where
(4.3.1)
and a E IFq is not a square. Then
(i) Fi+l/ FI is abelian for each i 2: 2.
(ii) All rational places split completely throughout the tower.
(iii) When a (non-rational) place PES (FdlFqn) is ramified in Fi+l, it behaves
like a rational place for splitting thereafter, i. e. splits completely from there on
throughout the tower.
Proof. It is first shown that the defining equations are irreducible. We claim that
if PES (FdlFqn) is a zero of
(
n-l n-2 )2Xf + Xf + ...+ Xi - a,
(i.e. a pole of the right-hand side of the defining equation (4.3.1)) then the zero can
have degree at most two. This follows, because if fo is one of the square roots of a,
then
We note that the second derivative of the numerator of the obtained final expression
with respect to Xi-l is constant, while the denominator is a unit. Therefore the zeros
of the right-hand side can occur with multiplicity at most two. The same argument
holds for each i 2: 2, and hence the valuation of this expression at P must be a power
of two, which is relatively prime to the characteristic of lFqn, which was assumed to
be not equal to two. Irreducibility is then ensured by Proposition 2.30 and each
extension Fi+d F; is Galois.
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(i) Our claim is that FdFI is (Galois) abelian for each i 2: 2. We proceed by
induction. The extension FdFI is certainly Galois for i = 2 by the preceding
comments, and abelian by Theorem 4.15.
Now, suppose Fd FI is (Galois) abelian for some i 2: 2. We know that Fi+d F,
is Galois. In order to show that Fi+d FI is Galois, it suffices to show that it is
normal, since separability is ensured by the defining equation. Observe that if
a is an endomorphism of Fj/ Fj-l into Fj-l (the algebraic closure of Fj_I) then
(
n-l n-2 ) n-l n-2a xJ + xJ + ...+ Xj = xJ + xl + ...+ Xj (4.3.2)
since this expression is already in Fj-l by (4.3.1). Consequently, if a is an
endomorphism of Fi+l/ FI into FI, we can examine the restrictions alFl' a1F2'
... , alF; of a to the subfields of Fi+l in the tower and see that (4.3.2) holds in this
context for each j = 1,2, ... , i+l. Hence a (Xi+I) is a root of (4.3.1) which defined
the extension Fi+d Fi' Since Fi+d F; is Galois (hence normal), a (Xi+I) E Fi+1,
and hence Fi+l/ FI is normal, hence Galois (we have separability). The extension
is certainly abelian as well, as can be seen by noting that the action of the Galois
group is additive, adding a root f3 of the p-linear equation
n-l n-2XJ + XJ + ...+ X, = 0,
by looking at Theorem 4.15(i). The result follows by induction.
(ii)-(iii) Note that the class of the right-hand side in the residue field at any rational place
is in IFq at any stage of the tower (the denominator is (n, q)-quasi-symmetric
with no zeros in IFqn), which implies that the defining equation splits into linear
factors. By Proposition 2.30(v) this place splits completely. Similarly, a place
PES (FdIFqn) which is ramified (i.e a non-rational place) in Fi+d F; will behave
the same and split completely in all subsequent stages of the tower as well.
o
The previous theorem implies that it is possible to construct abelian extensions
of the rational function field of arbitrary degree over non-prime fields in which all
rational places split completely in all steps of the tower. Even the splitting behaviour
of places of degree greater than one is very good, with them behaving like rational
places in places above ramified places.
Considering the situation as described in Theorem 4.17, but instead with the
condition on the degrees turned around, we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.19. Consider the tower F = (FI, F2' ... ) of function fields where FI
lFqn (xl) and for i 2: 1 we let FHI = F, (Xi+l) where
qn-l qn-2 _ g (Xi)
Xi+! + XHI + ...+ Xi+! - h (xi)'
g (Xi) ,h (Xi) E Fi~qs' ~~::~ is not the image of a rational function under a linear
polynomial, and h (x) has no zeros in lFqn. Also, deg g (Xi) > deg h (Xi)' Then all
rational places of FI' except for the infinite place Poo, split completely in all steps of
the tower. If we more specifically have that deg g (Xi) = deg h (Xi) + 1, then the pole
order of Xi in the unique place lying above Poo E S (FdlFq) remains one for all i 2: 1.
Proof. The proof of the splitting behaviour of the finite rational places follows
as in Theorem 4.17. Because of the constraint on the degrees, P00 does not split
completely in any stage of the tower, and in particular for the case where deg g (Xi) =
deg h (Xi) + 1,vr; (Xi) = -1 for i 2: 1. 0
We can put Theorems 4.17 and 4.19 together in one unified result for linearized
extensions defined by a rational quasi-symmetric function:
Corollary 4.20. Consider the tower F = (Fl, F2' ... ) of function fields where FI =
lFqn (xl) and for i 2: 1we let Fi+l = F; (XHl) where
g (Xi) , h (Xi) E Ftqs, ~~::~ is not the image of a rational function under a linear
polynomial and h (x) has no zeros in lFqn. Then, all finite rational places of FI split
completely in each step of the tower, and the infinite rational place P 00 E S (FIjlFqn )
splits completely as well in each step of the tower if deg g (xi) :S deg h (Xi)'
Therefore, using quasi-symmetric polynomials g (x) ,h (x) E lFq [X], we can con-
struct, using Corollary 4.20, towers of function fields which either split all, or all
except one rational place of the rational function field FI = lFqn (xl). This provides
us with a standard way of constructing towers of which the splitting behaviour is
known, and is near-optimal. While this will keep the number of places of degree one
very close to optimal, the genus of function fields in each stage of the tower may still
grow due to ramification occurring in places of degree greater than one. We exhibit
the following example to show that the effect on the different divisor when all places
of degree one split completely is particularly bad when compared to a case where all
except one place of degree one are split completely, which is due to Deolalikar [2] :
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Let F = IFq2 (x) be the rational function field over IFq2. Let E = F (y) where
where a is not a square in lFq, and E' = F (z) where
i.e. the Hermitian function field. We consider the special case where q = 5 and a = 2.
We know that all rational places split in ElF, and that all except one split in E'IF.
A primitive element for lF25 over lF5 is given by a root t of T2 - 3 = 0, which yields
the factorization
(X5 + x) 2 - 2 = (X5 + X + 2t) (X5 + X + 3t) .
Using Theorem 4.15 one can show that deg Diff (E IF) = 80, with the contribution
to the different exponents given by places of degree greater than one. Similarly, the
situation for the Hermitian function field is well-known and can also be described
in terms of Theorem 4.3, giving deg Diff (E'l F) = 28, with the contribution to the
different exponents given by the single ramified place Poo.
Looking at this from the viewpoint of splitting places, this means that by splitting
the remaining ramified place in the Hermitian extension E'l F by using the quasi-
symmetric extension ElF instead, the degree of the different is almost tripled, causing
excessive growth of the genus. Deolalikar points out that this example is typical in
this respect, and that splitting all places of degree one in each stage of a tower will
result in asymptotically bad behaviour.
Consequently, we would want to focus on towers where not necessarily all places of
degree one are split completely. When ramification occurs above non-rational places,
we would want to be able to limit their effect, possibly by ensuring that the defining
equations of the tower enforce a finite ramification locus.
In the next chapter we will look at a particular case due to Van der Geer and Van
der Vlugt where the effect of the ramification in these places of higher degree can be
determined exactly. This tower will turn out to split all places of degree one except
for two completely in all stages of the tower. This suggests that it may be worthwhile
to study explicit defining equations which force two or more rational places not to
split, possibly using symmetric or quasi-symmetric functions.
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Chapter 5
Constructions over non-square
finite fields
As seen earlier in this dissertation, there are various towers of function fields which
meet the Drinfeld-Vládut bound over lFq if q is square. Moreover, there exist explicit
towers with this property over any square field lFq. When q is not square results
are a lot weaker and most of the constructions with good asymptotic properties are
non-explicit. In particular, we recall from Chapter 3 that Zink [36] constructed, in a
non-explicit fashion, asymptotically good towers of function fields over lFp3, P a prime.
He provided the best-known lower bounds for A (p3) for any prime p. It then came
as a surprise when Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt [32] successfully constructed an
explicit asymptoticall)' good tower of curves for the case where p = 2, which meets
3 2(p2_1)
the bound A (p ) 2: p+2 of Zink.
The choice of IF8 as field of constants is minimal with respect to choosing a non-
prime field with lowest non-square cardinality, and therefore exhibits a minimal ex-
ample showing that good explicit constructions are possible over some non-square
fields.
While the construction of Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt [32] was originally
given in a geometric context, we will present the results in the context of algebraic
function fields.
5.1 Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's tower
We begin by defining the tower:
Definition 5.1. Let Fo = lF8 (xo) be the rational function field over lF8. For ti :::::0,
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we recursively define
where
2 X; + Xn + 1Xn+l + Xn+l = ---'-'- -
Xn
(5.1.1)
We denote this recursive tower by
As can be seen immediately, this is a tower of Artin-Schreier extensions (see
Proposition 2.28) over lF8. Considering only the first step of the tower, it can be
shown that the function field FIflF8 = Fo (xI) /lF8, where
2 X6 + Xo + 1 1
Xl +Xl = = Xo + 1+-,
Xo Xo
(5.1.2)
is a function field of genus 1, and that it attains the Serre bound with N (FIflF8) = 14.
For a computational exposition, see Proposition B.1 in Appendix B.
It can also be shown that, for every ao E lF8"'lF2, there exists exactly two values
al E lF8"'lF2 satisfying (5.1.2). This is shown using MAGMA in Proposition B.2.
This implies that for any Xo E IF8'''IF 2, there exist sequences of solutions (xo, Xl, X2, ... )
satisfying (5.1.1) for n 2: O.
We will first focus our attention on the calculation of the genus of the function
fields FdlF8. We can perform a constant field extension of each function field in the
tower to the algebraic closure iF of lF8, and we denote the obtained tower by F. Since
the genus is invariant under extensions of the field of constants, studying the genus of
function fields in F over iF is the same as studying those in F over IF8. Working over
the algebraic closure, we use the sequences of solutions as mentioned in the previous
paragraph to give a representation of the places in successive function fields in F.
In particular, we can represent the elements of S (Fn/iF) by elements of the set Dn
defined by
u; = {(ao,al' ... ,an) E IT (iFu {oo}) : a7+1 + ai+l = a; + 1+ ~ for 0 < i < n -1}
i=O az
via the map
Tl . { S (Fn/iF) --t o;
. P t-----+ (ao, al, ... , an)
where a, = Xi (P) (the residue class map) for each 0 ~ i ~ n, and the possibility
of a, = 00 is included to consider solutions of (5.1.1) where we employ the usual
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arithmetic rules involving 00. The map is well-defined, due to the defining equations
(5.1.1) on places lying above each other. So, in the sequel, we will often rather
identify a place PES (Fn/iF) with its image in Dn, the so-called index sequence
P (ao, aI, ... , an), or just (ao, aI, ... , an).
We note that if we have places Pi E S (FdiF) and Pi+j E S (FHj/iF) with
Pi+j lying above Pi, then the index sequence of Pi+j has its first i + 1 coordi-
nates matching those of the index sequence of Pi' In this context, we may write
Pi+j = Pi (ai+l,ai+2, ... ,ai+j) where the index sequence of PHj is (aO,al,a2, ... ,ai+j).
Moreover, we will write P (00, 00, ... , (0) where there are j oo's as P (oo') for brevity.
In order to discover exactly where in the tower ramification can occur, consider
the following lemma, in which we work with the tower F. Since we are working with
Artin-Schreier extensions, we are able to restrict our attention to poles of the function
f x2+x;+1 ( P .. 228)i = Xi see roposition z. .
Lemma 5.2. (i) The zeros of Xi on FdiF are places PES (FdiF) of the form
where a, = 0, ai-j E lF4"'-JF2 if j ~ 1 is odd and ai-j = 1 if j 2: 2 is even.
(ii) The poles of Xi on FdiF are places PES (FdiF) of the form
P ( ao, al, a2, ... , aj , 00, 00, ... , (0)
index seq. of a zero of Xj (i-j) 00 's
where P (ao, aI, ... , aj) is a zero of Xj on Fj/iF, or of the form
p(~).
(i+l) 00 's
Proof. Note that the notion of an index sequence consisting of elements of P (lF4)
is well-defined, since lF4 and lFs has the same algebraic closure, namely iF. The proof
is by induction on i. It is obviously true for i = 0. From the equation
2 . _ xLI + Xi-l + 1 -' f.Xi + Xz - -. z-l
Xi-l
it follows by taking divisors that
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So, poles of Xi lie above poles of li-I, and places PES (FdiF) with Xi (P) E IF2 lie
above zeroes of ii-I. If p is a primitive element for IF4 over IF2' we have
(ii-I) = (Xi-l + p) + (Xi-l + p2) - (Xi-I)
= (Xi-I)p + (Xi-I)p2 - (Xi-I)o - (Xi-l)oo'
which implies that poles of ii-l are zeros and poles of Xi-I, and that the zeros of fi-l
are P' E S (Fi-diF) so that Xi-l (PI) E IF4"'-IF2 = {p, p2}.
Putting the above comments together, we derive that the index sequence for a zero
of Xi is obtained by adding a zero to an index sequence which ends on an element of
{p, p2} and which alternates between 1 and elements of {p, p2}. The index sequence
for a pole of Xi is obtained by adding a 00 to a zero or pole of Xi-I. From these
constructions for zeros and poles, the statement of the lemma follows. D
From the above lemma, where we worked over the algebraic closure, it becomes
evident that ramification in the tower F can only occur at places for which the
corresponding index sequence representation has coordinates in IF4 U {oo}.This is
a very important property of this specific tower of function fields, since it restricts
the occurrence of ramification in the tower very much, implying that the tower has a
finite ramification locus. We will touch upon this again in Lemma 5.12.
Notice that solving equation (5.1.1) over IF4U{ oo},we find that the index sequence
P (ao, aI, ... , an) of a place PES (Fn/iF) which is possibly ramified in Fn+d Fn can
be found by starting at any vertex of the following directed graph, traversing it and
setting the coordinates of the index sequence to equal the vertex labels (in order) as
they are met:
r.
l~ /o_ooJ
p2
The graph contains edges ai-l ---+ a, for 1 :::;i :::;n for index sequences of these
potentially ramified places in iF. In terms of the graph, such an index sequence
corresponds to a zero (resp. a pole) when the graph traversal terminates at 0 (resp.
at 00). If the length (the number of edges crossed) of such a path is ti, it corresponds
to a place in S (Fn/iF). The graph therefore gives us a representation for the possible
index sequences a ramified place may possess.
In order to determine which of the places belonging to this restricted set of index
sequences are in fact ramified in their respective extensions, we will write elements
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of FJfF as a power series in a local parameter at a given place PES (FdiF). The
contribution to the ramification will be determined by the valuation Vp Ut) at poles
P on FdiF of the Artin-Schreier reduction ft of the function fi = Xi + 1 + ;i' This
reduction will be obtained by the same method as that used in Lemma 2.33. As
before, with Garcia and Stichtenoth's tower of (modified) Artin-Schreier extensions
[9] as discussed in Section 3.3, we will often only be interested in the principal part,
and reduce elements by writing f = g + 0 (1) at P if Vp U - g) 2: O.
Working in the function field FdiF, we now consider a sequence (Pj)o< <i of places_J_
where
(ii) Pj+IIPj for each 0 :S j :S i - 1 and
(iii) the index sequence P (ao, aI, ... , ai) of Pi consists of coordinates alternating be-
tween 1 and elements of {p, p2}.
In the discussion that follows we will assume that ao = 1 for these places, similar
results hold when ao E {p, p2}. Choosing a local parameter t = Xo + 1 at Po in Fo/iF,
this function will remain a local parameter at Pj in Fj /iF for 1 :S j :S i.
~
For each of these places Pj, the completion OPj of the associated local ring OPj is
isomorphic to the power series ring iF [t], which is a standard result discussed in for
example [25, II 4, Theorem 2]. Since Xj (Pj) = aj, we can therefore write the function
X j in the form
Xj = aj + mj (t)
where mj (t) E iF [t] with zero constant term. In order to investigate the principal
part of mj\t)' the following lemma is useful:
Lemma 5.3. In the quotient field IF((t)) of the formal power series ring iF [t] ~ Opj,
the function mj (t) satisfies
~j = {
aj-l + 0 (1) at p. if j 2: 2 is even,
mj-l J
mJ-l + mjl_l + 0 (1) at Pj if j 2: 1 is odd,
for 0 :S j :S i.
Proof. The proof is by induction, and we start with mo (t) = Xo + 1 = t, since
we assumed ao = 1. Then, for even j 2: 2 we have that aj = 1 and aj-l E {p, p2}.
From the defining equation
2 1xj + Xj = Xj-l + 1+ --Xj-l
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we obtain
1 ~(mj_l)n=aj-l +mj-l + 1+ - ~ --
aj-I n=O aj-I
= a;_lmj-1 +m;_l + higher powers of mj-I·
Hence mj = a;_lmj-l . (1 + r) where r E (mj-I), i.e. u = 1 + r is a l-unit in mj-I'
This implies that
1 aj -1 aj -1 0 () P-=-_·u=--+ 1 at i:
mj mj-I mj-l
For j odd, aj E {p, p2}, and aj-l = 1. Then, again using the defining equation we
obtain
00
= 1+ I:mj-I
n=2
and hence, since a; + aj = 0 for aj E {p, p2},
00
m; +mj = I:mj-I
n=2
and therefore
mj = m;_l +mJ-l + higher powers of mj-I·
Then
1 1 1
- = -2 - + -- + higher powers of mj-I
mj mj_l mj-l
1 1
= -2- + -- + 0 (1) at Pj.
mj_1 mj-l
o
From here on, only the principal part Fj of ~. is considered, thereby absorbing
J
the regularity notation 0 (1). It is an immediate corollary of Lemma 5.3 that this
principal part F, satisfies
r, = { aj-l . Fj-l if j 2: 2 is even,F}_l + Fj-1 if j 2: 1 is odd,
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and it can be proved inductively that Fj is a 2-linearized polynomial in t of the form
bo bl bk-l bk
FJ·=-+-+ ...+--+-t t2 t2k-1 t2k
where k = lL}! J, bk i= 0 and bi E lF4 for 0 :S i :S k by taking Fo = tand FI = -b + t
as the base step. As mentioned before, we have a similar result for the principal part
if we assume ao E {p, p2} rather than ao = 1.
5.2 The ramification behaviour and genus
We again assume ao = 1, and investigate the ramification behaviour in the tower at
a place Pi E S (FJiF) which is a zero of Xi in FdW. In terms of an index sequence,
we therefore know that Pi is representable in the form
where i is even and aj E {p, p2} if j is odd, and aj = 1 if j < i is even. If ao E {p, p2},
the ramification behaviour is similar.
We recall the (2-linear) Artin-Schreier operator ty (1) = f2 + f as introduced on
page 32, and show the following lemma which will be useful in order to perform
Artin-Schreier reductions on the equations we will obtain.
Lemma 5.4. A linear combination L~==;,even Bj,iFj of principal parts where Bj,i E lF4
can be expressed in the form
with
and
Proof. Using the recursive expression for the principal part, we have for even
j ~ 2 that
Bj,iFj = Bj,i . aj-l . Fj-l
= Bj,i . aj-l . ty (Fj-2)
= ty (B],ia;_l Fj-2) + ty (Bj,iaj-l) . Fj-2.
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By applying this transformation to its own second term, we obtain
Bj,iFj = p (BJ,iaJ-I Fj-2) + P (Bj,iaj-l) . Fj-2
= P (BJ,iaJ-I Fj-2) + P (p (Bj,iaj-l) aJ-3Fj-4) + p (Bj,iaj-l) . Fj-4'
using the fact that p (ak) = 1 for k odd. Repeated application of this transformation
leads to an expression of the form
Adding these expressions for all terms in L~~;,even Bj,iFj leads to the desired form
with the coefficients satisfying the stated conditions. 0
Note that all the coefficients in the above expansion are in lF4, and that Bi E lF2
since p is 2-linear and for each term Bj,iaj-l with j even, both Bj,i and aj-l are in
lF4, hence their product are, and hence p (Bj,iaj-d E lF2.
We now look at the extension Fi+d F; above the place Pi E S (FdlF) which is a
zero of Xi. Viewing Pi as an index sequence (1, al, ... , ai-I, 0), we have the relation
(5.2.1)
and therefore the principal part of XI+I + Xi+l at Pi is Fi' Lemma 5.4 implies that we
can write F; in the form
where Bi = aLl + ai-l = 1 and Bj,i-2 = a;+l for even j ~ i - 2. By transforming
the variable xi+ I via
i-2
Xi+l:= L Bj,i-2Fj + Xi+l,
j=O, even
(5.2.2)
we can reduce (5.2.1) to
Xi2+1+ Xi+l = Bi Fo + 0 (1) at Pi
= Fo + 0 (1) at Pi,
(5.2.3)
where Fo = t. Because of this, we immediately have
Corollary 5.5. The place Pi = P (1, aI, a2, ... , ai-I, 0) E S (FdlF) is totally rami-
fied in FHd Fi, i. e. for the unique pole PHI lying above Pi, e (Pi+IIPi) = 2 and
lillJVPi+l (Xi+l) = -2 2 •
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So, at this stage we have that the zero Pi = P (1, aI, a2, ... , ai-I, 0) of Xi is totally
ramified in FHd Fi' We will now go one stage up the tower and look at the situation
for PHI = Pi (00) lying above Pi in the extension Fi+2/ Fi+I' The place Pi+1 is a pole
of the function fHI = Xi+l + 1+ xLI in Fi+2/ Fi+l' The defining equation yields
= Xi+l +0 (1) at Pi+1
i-2
L Bj,i-2Fj + Xi+l + 0 (1) at Pi+1 (applying (5.2.2))
j=O, even
= P (. ~ Bj,i-4Fj) + B;_2FO + BO,i-2FO + XHI + 0 (1) at PHI
)=0, even
= P (. ~ Bj,i-4Fj) + P (B:_2Xi+l) + P (BJ,i_2Xi+l)
)=0, even
+ (BJ,i-2 + BO,i-2 + 1) Xi+1 + 0 (1) at Pi+1 (applying (5.2.3))
=p(. ~ Bj,i-4Fj) +P((B;_2+BJ,i_2)Xi+I)+O(1) at PHI,
)=0, even
since B5,i-2 + BO,i-2 + 1 = ai + al + 1 = O. Therefore the equation of Fi+2/ Fi+1 is
X;+2 + Xi+2 = P (~ Bj,i-4Fj) + P ((B;_2 + B5,i-2) XHI) + () (1) at Pi+l.
=0, even
Making the transformation
XH2 := P (. ~ Bj,i-4Fj) + P ((B:_2 + BJ,i-2) Xi+l) + Xi+2,
)=0, even
(5.2.4)
this implies that
X;+2 + Xi+2 = 0 (1) at PHI.
We immediately have the following corollary:
(5.2.5)
Corollary 5.6. The place PHI = Pi (00) E S (FHdiF) is unramified in Fi+2/ FHI,
i. e. for the place PH2 lying above PHI, we have e (PH2IPi+I) = 1, and VPi+2 (XH2) =
_2li;lJ-I.
Again we continue another step up the tower, and look at the ramification be-
haviour of the place Pi+2 = Pi (002) lying above PHI, in the extension Fi+3/ Fi+2' We
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start with the defining equation. Then
X;+3+ Xi+3 = Xi+2 + 0 (1) at Pi+2
= P (~ Bj,i-4Fj) + (B;_2 + B~,i-2) Xi+1 + 0 (1) at Pi+2
=0, even
= p (~ Bj,i-6Fj) + p ((B;_4 + B~,i-4) Xi+1)
=0, even
+ (p (BO,i-4) + B;_2 + B~,i-2) Xi+1 +0 (1) at Pi+2
by Lemma 5.4 and (5.2.3).
Note that the expression for Bj,i-2 of Lemma 5.4 implies that the coefficient of
Xi+1 in the above expression can be written as
p (BO,i-4) + B;_2 + B~ i-2 = B;_2 + B;_2 + B~ i-2 = B~ i-2 = ai I- 0,, "
and therefore
X;+3+ Xi+3 = P (. ~ Bj,i-6Fj) + p ((B;_4 + B~,i-4) Xi+l) + B~,i_2Xi+l + 0 (1)
)=0, even
at Pi+2. Applying the transformation
i-6
Xi+3 = I.:: Bj,i-6Fj + (B;_4 + B~,i-4) Xi+1 + Xi+3
j=O, even
the equation for Fi+3/ Fi+2 becomes
and we have the immediate corollary
Corollary 5.7. The place Pi+2 = Pi (oo") E S (Fi+2/iF) is totally ramified in Fi+3/ Fi+2'
i.e. for the place Pi+3 lying above Pi+2' we have e (Pi+3IPi+2) = 2, and VPi+2 (Xi+2) =
-2l~J-l.
We have shown only the first three steps (Corollaries 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7) of an
iterative analysis of the ramification behaviour above the zero Pi E S (FjiF) of Xi' If
this is continued in the same manner, it can be shown inductively that we have the
following formula for Fi+d Fi+t-l at Pi+t-1 = Pi (CX}-l) for 2 < t ::; i:
{
P(Ai,t) +0(1) at Pi+t-l
x;+t + XiH =
P (Ai,t) + B;-3,i-2Xi+t-2 + 0 (1) at Pi+t-1 if t is odd.
if t is even,
(5.2.6)
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where
i-2t
Ai,t = L Bj,i-2tFj + (B:-2t+2 + B5,i-2t+2) Xi+1
j=O, even
lt~2 J
+ L (B2k-2,i-2t+4kB~k-2,i-2) Xi+2k+l.
k=l
By applying the usual transformation Xi+t = A,t + Xi+t to (5.2.6) we obtain
X2 _ { 0 (1) at Pi+t-li+t + Xi+t - 2
Bt-3,i-2Xi+t-2 + 0 (1) at Pi+t-l if t is odd.
if t is even,
(5.2.7)
This implies that for 2 :S t :S iwe have alternate ramification and non-ramification
in the tower in Fi+t! Fi+t-l above the zero Pi of Xi' This pattern cannot continue
beyond t = i. Indeed, since ramification occurs in lttl J of the t stages of the tower
from F; up to Fi+t over Pi, we have
_ l(i+2)-(t+l) J
vPi+t (Xi+t) - -2 2 ,
implying that VP2i (X2i) = -1, and all extensions lying above P2i onwards are totally
ramified.
The results coming from the recursive formulae mentioned above and the discus-
sion thereafter can be summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.8. A pole Pi+j = P (ao, aI, ... , ai-I, 0, co/) E S (Fi+jjiF) of Xi+j E Fi+jjiF
for j 2: 1 or a zero Pi = P (ao, aI, ... , ai-I, 0) E S (FdiF) with ao = 1 is
(i) totally ramified in Fi+HI/ Fi+j for j = 0,2,4, ... , i - 2 or j 2: i, with ramification
index 2,
(ii) unramified in Fi+HI/ Fi+j for j = 1,3,5, ... , i - 1.
The case ao E {p, p2} can be handled similarly, and leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 5.9. A pole Pi+j = P (ao, aI, ... , ai-I, 0, ooj) E S (Fi+jjiF) of Xi+j E Fi+jjiF
for j 2: 1 or a zero Pi = P (ao, aI, ... , ai-I, 0) E S (FdiF) with ao E {p, p2} is
(i) totally ramified in Fi+j+lj Fi+j for j = 0,2,4, ... , i - 3 or j 2: i-I, with ramifi-
cation index 2,
(ii) unramified in Fi+j+lj Fi+j for j = 1,3,5, ... , i - 2.
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Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 imply that when, for some i > 0, we have that a sequence
of places lying above each other with Pk E S (Fk/iF) for each k ~ 0, Pi is a zero of
Xi and the index sequence consists of elements of IF4 U {oo}, then the ramification of
these places over each other occurs as follows:
(5.2.8)
no ramification alternating ramification total ramification
Considering our previous comments, it is clear that ramified places must have
an index sequence which is a traversal of the directed graph on page 73, starting
at an arbitrary vertex. Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 handle the cases for ao E {p, p2, I}.
The only remaining cases to mention are the totally ramified places with index se-
quences (0,00,00, ... , (0) and (00,00, ... , (0), thereby also finishing the cases where
ao E {O,oo}.
This characterizes all ramified places in the tower. In particular, it can be shown
inductively using the above facts that if we define
n, := I {p E S (FdiF) : P is totally ramified in Fi+d Fi} I '
then one can derive, by noting that for i ~ 1, there exists j ~ i such that Xj (P) = °
and then considering the cases of even or odd i, and whether i < 2j or i ~ 2j (i.e.
whether j is in the finite tower of alternating ramification of (5.2.8)) that
ti; = { (li!2J + 2).~ if i is even,
(l~J+2).2'2 if iisodd.
(5.2.9)
We further note that for any place PES (FdiF) ramified in FHi/ F; with pIIP,
the properties of the different exponents of Artin-Schreier extensions described lil
Proposition 2.28 imply that
d (PilP) = (p - 1) (mp + 1)
= (2 - 1) (1 + 1)
=2
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because we have for mp that
= -1,
for bath the zero P = P (aa, al, ... , ai-I, 0) and pole P = P (aa, al, ... , aj-l, 0, ooi-j) of
Therefore we have that
(noting that all places are of degree one since we are working in iF) and by the Hurwitz
genus formula (Theorem 2.19) it follows that we have the recursive equation
29 (FHI) - 2 = 2 [29 (Fi) - 2] + deg Diff (FHd Fi)
= 2 [29 (Fi) - 2]+ 2ni'
(5.2.10)
for the genus. As mentioned earlier, 9 (FI) = 1, and this forms the basis of an
inductive proof (using (5.2.10)) showing that
i-I
9 (Fi) = 1+L 2i-j-Inj
j=l
(5.2.11)
for i 2: 2.
Substituting (5.2.9) into (5.2.11), we obtain the following explicit formula for the
genus:
_ i+2 { (i + 10) . 2~-1 if i is even,
9 (Fi) - 2 + 1 - (, l' J ) i-3 if~+ 2 ~ + 15 ·2-2 i is odd, (5,2.12)
5.3 The asymptotic behaviour
In order to compute the number of places of degree one, we return to the original
tower Faver lFg. Counting the number of places of degree one of Fi/lFg turns out
to be easy, as the splitting behaviour over lFg is very good. We have the following
theorem, which gives a simple expression for the number of places of degree one in
any stage of F :
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Theorem 5.10. The number of places of degree one of Fi/W'8 is 6· 2i + 2 for i ~1.
Proof. Let a be a primitive element of lF8 satisfying a3 + a + 1 = O. If we let
f (x) = x + 1 + ~ and g (y) = y2 + Y it can be shown by direct computation that
and
Therefore the 6 rational places in Fo/lF 8 corresponding to the elements of IF8 ''''-IF2
split completely throughout the tower, yielding 6· 2i places of degree one in Fi/lFs·
Other than these, we also have the two totally ramified places P (0, 00, 00, ... , (0) and
P (00, 00, ... , (0) of degree one which are defined over lF2. Putting this together, we
obtain N (Fi/lFs) = 6 . 2i + 2. 0
It is now easy to show that the tower F is indeed asymptotically good:
Theorem 5.11. A (F) = ~> O.
Proof. We note from (5.2.12) that
9 (Fi) = 2i+2 + lower order terms
and from Theorem 5.10 that
N (Fi/lFs) = 6· 2i + lower order terms.
Therefore
A (F) = lim N (Fi/lF s) = lim 6 ~2
i
= ~ > O.
i-+oo 9 (Fi) i-+oo 2t+2 2
o
It is interesting to note that this tower meets the limit of Zink's non-explicit tower
in [36], while it has no immediate interpretation in terms of Shimura surfaces.
We briefly divert from the current discussion, and prove a lower bound for the limit
A (F) of F. Strictly speaking, this is not necessary since we have already determined
it exactly. It does however show that a relatively good lower bound can be obtained
with a much smaller amount of work, and using a method (Theorem 3.22) which may
be applicable to many other towers over non-square finite fields as well when they
have a finite ramification locus. The bound obtained in this way already improves
those obtained from many non-explicit constructions, for example those from [20] and
[21].
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Theorem 5.12. A (F) ~ 1.
Proof. We note that the tower F is of finite ramification type since it was shown
in Lemma 5.2 that ramification can only occur at places with index sequences defined
over lF4 U {oo}. We have seen that ramification occurs in the tower above places in
S (Fo/lF8) corresponding to the elements of lF4 U {oo}. Therefore, for p a primitive
element of lF4, we write the places of S (Fo/lF8) corresponding to the divisors (x),
(x - I), (x - p), (x - p2) and (~) respectively as Qo, QI, Qp, Qp2 and Q(X» and have
that for the ramification locus of F
The proof of Theorem 5.10 implies that F is completely splitting (see Definition 3.21)
with IT (F) I = 6. Furthermore we note that
degQo = degQl = degQoo = 1 and degQp = degQp2 = 2.
To apply Theorem 3.22, we have to find non-negative constants ap (for each P E
V (F)) satisfying condition (iii) of the theorem. From earlier comments, we know that
if P, PI are places lying in F; and Fi+1 respectively with pIIP, then e (PIlP) E {I, 2}
and d (PIlP) E {O,2}. Proposition 3.24 implies that we can choose ap = 2 for each
PE V (F), since 2· (e (Q/IQ) - 1) ~ d (Q/IQ) for any places Q/IQ in some extension
Fi+d E: We further note that the genus of the rational function field Fo/lF8 is o.
Then Theorem 3.22 implies that
A (F) > 2 . IT (F) I
- 29 (Fo) - 2 + I:: (Ip > deg P
PEV(F)
2·6
-2 + (2 . 1 + 2·1 + 2 . 2 + 2 . 2 + 2 . 1)
=1.
D
From Garcia and Stichtenoth's tower which was described in Section 3.3, we know
that there exist towers over every finite field of square cardinality which meet the
Drinfeld- Vladut bound. We will therefore restrict our attention to possible construc-
tions in fields of non-square cardinality. We have the following canonical method of
extending explicit towers over a finite field to an explicit tower over an extension field:
Lemma 5.13. Given an explicit tower F = (FI, F2' ... ) of function fields over lFpm
with A (F) = l, there exists, for any integer r ~ 1, an explicit tower
F(r) = (Fir), Ft), ... )
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of function fields over IFpn = IFprm with), (F(T)) 2: l, using the same explicit equations.
Proof. For each i 2: 1, let Ft) /IFpn := Fd (IFpm ·IFpn), i.e. Ft) is just F; with
the field of constants extended from IFr: to IFpn = IFpmr. Obviously the same explicit
defining equation will still hold in each extension Fi~i/ Ft) as it did for Fi+dFi, for
i 2: 1. Since the genus is preserved under constant field extensions, g (Ft)) = g (Fi)
for i 2: 1. We also have that N (Ft)) 2: N (Fi) since IFpm ~ IFpn. Therefore
. N (Fi)2: lim (F,) =). (F) = l.
2--+00 g i
D
5.4 Observations
As we are interested in the non-square finite field case, Lemma 5.13 may only be
helpful towards improving lower bounds for A (pmT) when r is chosen to be odd, and
the tower F defined over IFpm where m is odd as well. The explicit tower F of Van der
Geer and Van der Vlugt can be extended using Lemma 5.13 in this way by choosing
r = 3, and thereby obtaining an explicit tower F(3) of function fields over IF29 = IF512
which has). (F(3)) 2: ~.
In Section 3.2 a brief survey of some bounds on A (q) was given. In particular,
Xing and Niederreiter [21] showed analogously to equation (3.2.5), using narrow ray
class fields, that if q is even and l2q1/2 J is odd, then
In our case, q = 23 and hence l2q1/2 J = 5, and the conditions are satisfied. Therefore
their narrow ray class field construction yields the bound
(5.4.1)
Similarly, using their bound using class field towers in equation (3.2.4), we have
23 + 1 9
A (29) 2: [" il = - ~ 0.8181.
12 x (2 . 23 + 2)2 + 2 11
(5.4.2)
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We note that both these bounds given by (5.4.1) and (5.4.2) are weaker than the
bound A (29) ~ ~ implied by the tower ;:(3), i.e. the lifting of Van der Geer and Van
der Vlugt's tower Z" over lFg to ;:(3) over lF512 improves Xing and Niederreiter's lower
bounds for A (512) given by class field towers in [20] and those given by narrow ray
class fields in [21].
We can continue this process, and extend Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's
tower;: by r = 5 to ;:(5). This gives us a tower ;:(5) over lF215 with A (;:) ~
~. However, the class field and narrow ray class field constructions of Xing and
Niederreiter respectively yield A (215) ~ ~~ ;::::: 1.7368 and A (215) ~ i; ;:::::1.9545.
Therefore only the "lifting" ;:(3) of Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's tower F
improves the existing bounds for A (512). The liftings ;:(r) for r ~ 5 are still explicit
though, a property not shared by the other above-mentioned constructions by Xing
and Niederreiter.
The question now arises whether we may be able to find other explicit formulae
which may lead to the construction of towers over other non-prime fields of non-square
cardinality which have asymptotically good behaviour. We will look at possible Artin-
Schreier extensions over fields lFpn (with odd n ~ 3) of the form
a (x)
yp - y = f (x) = -b(x)
where a (x), b (x) E lFp [x]. Using an equation of this type one can, as before, recur-
sively construct a tower Z' by letting Fo := lFpn (xo) and then letting Fi := Fi-1 (Xi)
where Xf+1 - Xi+l = f (Xi) for i ~ 1. We note immediately that the tower of Van
der Geer and Van der Vlugt described in before Proposition 5.1 is of this form with
p" = 23, a (x) = x2 + X + 1 and b (x) = x.
(5.4.3)
The MAGMA procedure Split described in Appendix B has been written to
search for polynomial pairs (a (x) , b (x)) which yields Artin-Schreier extensions (of the
type in equation (5.4.3)) with properties which may yield asymptotically good towers
if they are recursively applied, over a given finite field lFpn. It starts by performing a
bru te- force search by exhaustively considering all possible polynomials a (x), b (x) E
lFp [x] of degree at most 10, but only analyzing them when the equation of the form of
(5.4.3) is irreducible. Moreover, the brute-force search starts with a (x) and b (x) of
low degree and gradually works its way up. In this way, we will find minimal degree
defining equations faster.
We can also specify an interval of allowable values for Voo (1) = deg b (x) - deg a (x)
in order to possibly minimize the associated mp as described in Definition 2.28. Do-
ing so will minimize the different exponent at the infinite place, and hopefully (this
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requires further analysis of the particular family of extensions) the other different
exponents as well. We will show many (a (x), b (x)) pairs which are reducible by the
procedure of Lemma 2.33. The rationale behind not reducing them is that we would
like to force the infinite place to be totally ramified in towers using the particular
equation, and reduction by the mentioned lemma may cause Voo to become nonnega-
tive (noting that reduction by Lemma 2.33 makes a difference to the valuation at the
infinite place since the degree of a (x) is reduced). This occurs when Voo (1) is not
prime to p. We will focus on the case where Voo (1) < 0 for this reason. The value
Voo (1) = -1 is the best possibility under these restrictions (which is also the value
for Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's tower).
When this valuation is in the allowable range, the splitting behaviour of the exten-
sion will be analyzed, to see whether there exists a set of rational places which split
completely in all extensions of the tower. This is done in the same way as the single
stage description of Proposition B.2 where is it shown that a single extension of the
type described there preserves the elements of lF8',JF2, and therefore they will split
completely thereafter, since we use the same equation for each stage of the tower. If
T (F) -# 0, its cardinality is shown as a measure of how good the splitting behaviour
is.
If the above-mentioned properties all hold, Split computes the genus of the ex-
tension, and outputs the found explicit equation only if the genus is minimal with
respect to the extensions found so far. By minimizing the genus of these candidate
extensions, it is hoped that the asymptotic growth of the genus will be kept low as
well.
It is worth noting that the equations obtained by running Split does not guaran-
tee that they yield asymptotically good towers. In order to be able to apply Theorem
3.22 for example, we will still need to show that the ramification locus V (F) is finite,
and that we can find constants ap satisfying the requirements. To do so, may require
proving analogues of Lemma 5.2 for these specific cases. Calculation of the differ-
ent exponents d (PilP) should not provide a major obstacle, since we are looking at
standard Artin-Schreier extensions.
Also, the test for splitting requires that the preservation of all elements of IFpn
which are preserved occur in a single extension. This is a sufficient but not necessary
condition for complete splitting of a tower with the given equation. It is foreseeable
that a MAGMA program can be written to consider these more subtle cases as well,
but it may require much more processing time, since it would require showing that
there exists a connected subgraph ti of the directed graph 9 where the vertex set
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v (9) = lFpn and edge set E (9) = {(x --1 y) : yp - y = ~i:?}, such that each vertex
of 1-l has out-degree p (corresponding to each of these places splitting). The elements
of T (F) for a tower F based upon this equation correspond to the vertices of 1-l.
Split performs this test only for the (much simpler) case where the vertices of 1-l
consists of all those vertices of 9 having out-degree p, i.e. all x E lFpn such that there
exists p distinct y E IFqn satisfying the defining equation, and may therefore miss
some equations with more subtle splitting behaviour. As an example, the subgraph
1-l induced by the vertices {a,a2,a3,cé,a5,a6} in Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's
tower has the above-mentioned properties, and gives a pleasing graphical represen-
tation for the good splitting properties of the elements of IF8 ,,,IF2 in that particular
tower:
rt
a/~
a3 a6/~/~
(a4. a5 a2:)
We now present some of the candidate equations obtained using Split. We omit
non-minimal degree pairs (a (x), b (x)) which match the best genus, Voo (a/b) and
IT (F) I > 0 values over a given field lFpn. The symbol F corresponds to a hypothetical
tower of function fields constructed by recursively extending the rational function field
by using the candidate equation over IFv": In some cases, many distinct (a (x) , b (x))
pairs yield the same splitting properties - in those cases only one is listed.
Explicit equations in characteristic 2:
Field Equation IT(F)I Genus ( a(x))Voo b(x)
lF23 y2 _ Y = x2+x+l = X + 1+ ! 6 1 -1x x
lF25 2 _ xB+x7 +x3+x 12 1 -4y - y - x4+x2+1
lF25 2 _ x
B+x7 +x5+x2+1 15 1 -2y - y - xB
lF25 2 _ x4+x2+1 20 1 -2Y - Y - x2+x
lF25 y2 _ Y _ x
B+x3+1 20 1 -1- x5+x
lF25 2 _ x
5+x 22 3 -3y - y - x2+x+l
lF25 2 _ x
B+x2+1 25 2 -3y - y - x3+x
lF27 y2 _ Y = x4+x+l 70 1 -2x2+x+l
lF29 y2 _ Y _ x
4+x+l 258 1 -2- x2+x+l
We note that the tower of Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt's defining equation
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is the first one Split finds. It is interesting to note that the splitting graph for the
extension given by y2_y = x6~~+1 over IF25also has a very symmetrical representationx x
as that of the Van der Geer and Van der Vlugt tower, and indicates that there may
exist a general family of towers of function fields containing a subset of places splitting
completely in all subsequent stages of the tower in characteristic two. It is interesting
to note that this particular example is not of the type described using quasi-symmetric
extensions in Chapter 4, since the denominator of the right-hand side certainly has
a zero in IF25. In the following representation of the splitting graph, a is a primitive
element for IF25 :
The notation {ai, o-'} ---7 ak is shorthand for indicating that both ai ---7 ak and
aj ---7 o",
It is interesting to note that the associated splitting graph for those elements of IF32
which split completely if we rather use the equation y2 - Y = x4~~+1, has a somewhatx x
simpler form, although it has the same number of vertices. While the previous graph
had cycles of each length greater or equal to 5, the graph for this equation has only
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cycles of length multiples of 5. It can be represented as follows:
In this diagram, by considering the earlier notation, each arrow refers to four under-
lying arrows.
Explicit equations in characteristic 3:
Field Equation IT(F)I Genus ( a(x))Voo b(x)
lF33 3
42Y _ Y _ x -x 3 5 -2- x2+I
lF33 y3 _ Y _ x5+x3+2x2+2x+1 13 5 -1- 2x4+x3+2x+1
The splitting graph of the extension with equation y3 - Y = X5~~~~;~~~:lover
IF33 is also very symmetrical. If {J is a primitive element for IF27 then the graph consists
of the edges generated by
{0,{J4, {J1O,{Jl2} -t {{Jl4, {Jl6, {J22} ,
{{J2, {Ju, {J22} -t {{J4, {J7, {Jl8} ,
{{J6, {J7, {Jl4} -t {{J2, {Jl2, {J2l } ,
{{J16, {Jl8, {J21} -t {{J6, {J1O,{JU}
which has the necessary properties for complete splitting since each element occuring
in the right-hand side also occurs in the left-hand side, implying that IT (F) I =
3 x 4 + 1= 13as shown by Split.
Partial trial runs of Split over lF53, IF73 and lFll3 have been done, with no candidate
equations obtained so far. From this it can be concluded that if completely splitting
explicit extensions exist over these fields, they are of the more subtle type commented
on before, and are therefore missed by Split, or have significantly higher degree
defining polynomials.
A secondary, more general possibility is towers of function fields where the same
explicit equation is not necessarily used in each step of the tower, as was used in almost
all explicit extensions in this dissertation. It may be possible to perform a similar
heuristic analysis of these possibilities by using a modified Split and stages of a tower
alternating between the equations yP - Y = al (x) /bi (x) and yP - Y = a2 (x) /b2 (x),
where al, a2, bl, b2 E lFp[x], over lFpn.
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Appendix A
Algebraic Function Fields
A concise overview of the theory of algebraic function fields of one variable is given,
after [27].
A.I Definitions and elementary properties
Definition A.I. Given fields F and K such that KeF and F is a finite algebraic
extension of K (x) for some x E F which is transcendental over K, we call F/ K an
algebraic function field of one variable over K.
For brevity we will refer to F / K simply as a function field.
K := {z EF: z is algebraic over K}
is a subfield of F, and is called the field of constants of F / K. It is easily verified that- - -F/ K is a function field over K. We call K the full constant field of F if K = K.
We will, unless noted otherwise, assume that from here onwards K is algebraically
closed in F, i.e. that K is the full constant field of F.
Definition A.2. A discrete valuation ring of the function field F / K is a ring a with
K ~ a ~ F such that for any z E F, z E a or Z-I E a.
For a valuation ring a of the function field F/ K with full constant field K we
have
1. a is a local ring, i.e. a has a unique maximal ideal m = a",-ax where ax =
{z E a : :ly E a such that y z = I}.
2. For 0 =J. x E F, x E m {::::::}X-I ti: a.
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3. K ~ 0 and K nm = {O}.
Moreover, we have that m is a principal ideal. Ifm = to, then any nonzero zE F
has a unique representation of the form z = tnu for some nEZ, u E Ox. The integer
n is independent of the choice of t.
Definition A.3. A place P oj the Junction field FIK is the unique maximal ideal of
some valuation ring 0 oj FIK. Any element t E P such that P = to is called a local
parameter Jar P. We let
S (FIK):= {P: P is a place oj FIK}.
An equivalent way of defining a discrete valuation ring of FIK is by defining a
function v : F -7 Z U {oo} which we call a valuation when, for x, y E F,
1. v (x) = 00 {:::::::}x = O.
2. v(xy)=v(x)+v(y).
3. There exists az E F with v (z) = 1.
4. O:ft a E K ==* v (a) = O.
5. v(x+Y)2min{v(x),v(y)}.
The last inequality is known as the Triangle Inequality. A stronger result, which
can be derived from the axioms, holds: if v (x) :ft v (y), then we have equality, i.e.
v (x + y) = min {v (x) , v (y) }.
Definition A.4. To each place PES (FIK) we associate a Junction
--+
1------+
ZU{oo}
ti
by choosing a local parameter t oj P, and Jar 0 :ft z E F) letting n be the (unique)
exponent oj t such that z = tnu) n E Z and u EO;) and hence Vp (z) := n. If
z = 0) we set Vp (0) = 00. The definition depends only on the choice of P, and not
on the choice oj t. Moreover) it turns out that Jar each PES (FIK), Vp is a discrete
valuation oj FIK.
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We can now express the valuation rings and corresponding maximal ideals in terms
of these valuations. Given a discrete valuation v of F/ K, we have that Ov, 0: and
P; defined by
Ov = {z EF: v (z) 2: O},
0: = {z EF: v (z) = O},
P; = {z EF: v (z) > O} ,
are respectively a valuation ring, group of units of the valuation ring and the unique
maximal ideal of the valuation ring. In the case where v = Vp (i.e. when the
valuation comes from a given place PES (F/ K)) we denote these by Op,O; and
P, respectively. An element x E F is a local parameter for PES (F/ K) if and only
if Vp (x) = 1.
For PES (F/ K) and its valuation ring Op, we have that P is a maximal ideal
of Op, and hence the residue class ring Fp := Op/Pis in fact a field. We define
x (P) := { residue class of x modulo P if x E Op,
00 if x E F~Op.
We know that K ~ Op and K n P = {O}, and hence the residue class map Op ------t
Op/ P induces a canonical embedding of K into Op/ P. We can therefore consider K
as a subfield of Op/ P via this embedding.
Definition A.5. For PES (F/ K), we define Fp := Op/Pas the residue class field
of P. The map x f---7 x (P) is called the residue class map w. r. t. P . Moreover,
deg P := [Fp : KJ is the degree of P, which turns out to be finite.
Remark A.6. When deg P = 1 we have Fp = K, and the residue class map maps
F to K U {oo}, and hence for xE F
x : { S (F / K) ------t K U [oe},
P f---7 X (P),
thereby motivating the name function field for F/ K. The elements of K can be
interpreted as constant functions, and hence called the constant field of F.
Definition A.7. Given x E F and PES (F/ K), we say that
P is a zero of x :<==:> Vp (x) > 0,
P is a pole of x :<==:> Vp (x) < O.
If Vp (x) > 0 we say P is a zero of order Vp (x), if Vp (x) < 0 we say P is a pole of
order -Vp (x).
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Theorem A.8 (Approximation Theorem). Let FIK be a function field and
PI, ... , Pn E S (FIK) distinct places of FIK. For any Xl, ... Xn E F and rl, ..., rn E Z
there exists x E F such that
VPi (x - Xi) = ri for i = 1, ... , ti.
Theorem A.9 (Chevalley). Let FIK be a function field and R a subring of F
with K ~ R ~ F. If {Ol ~ I ~ R is a proper ideal of R, then there exists a place
PES (F IK) such that I ~ Pand R ~ Op.
Chevalley's Theorem implies that S (FIK) =I=- 0, which is rather crucial to the
theory remarked on so far. Also, each z E F"'K has at least one zero and one pole,
by applying Chevalley's Theorem to the ring R = K [z] and ideal I = zK [z]. It can
moreover be shown that any 0 =I=- z E F has only finitely many zeros and poles.
We form the free abelian group on S (FI K) and denote it by Div (F), called the
divisor group of FIK. Elements of Div (F) are called divisors of FIK, and can be
written as a formal sum
D = "'£PES(F/K)npP
with np E Z and almost all np = O. We define the support of D E Div (F) by
supp D:= {P E S(FIK): np =I=- O}.
A divisor of the form D = PES (FIK) is called a prime divisor. Divisors are added
componentwise, i.e.
"'£PES(F/K)npP + "'£PES(F/K)n~P = "'£PES(F/K) (np + n~) P
and the zero element is the formal sum where each np = O. We apply a valuation to
D = "'£npP E Div (F) at Q E S (FI K) by defining vQ (D) := nQ. We use this to
define a partial ordering on Div (F) by
Dl ~ Dl :~ Vp (DI) < Vp (D2) for each PES (FIK).
We call a divisor D ~ 0 positive, and define
deg D := "'£PES(F/K)VP (D) . deg P = "'£PES(F/K)vP (D) . [Fp : K].
Definition A.IO. For 0 =I=- x E F, let Z := {P E S (FI K) : Vp (x) > o}, the set of
zeros of x, and N:= {P ES (FIK) : v» (x) < Ol, the set of poles of x. Then
(x)o := "'£ Vp (x) P , the zero divisor of x,
PEZ
(x)oo:= "'£ (-vp (x)) P , the pole divisor of x,
PEN
(x) := (x)o - (x)oo = "'£ Vp (x) P ,the principal divisor of x.
PES(F/K)
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The nonzero constant elements of F are characterized by
x EK¢::::::? (x) = o.
We define Prin (F) := {(x) : 0 =1= x EF}, the group of principal divisors. Prin (F)
is a subgroup of Div (F). The factor group Cl (F) := Div (F) I Prin (F) is known as
the divisor class group or just the class group of FIK. We call elements Dl, D2 E
Div (F) equivalent (written Dl '" D2) if they belong to the same coset in Cl (F), i.e.
Definition A.Il. For a divisor A E Div (F), set
E (A) := {x EF: (x) ~ -A} U {O}
which is readily seen to be a finite-dimensional vector space over K and hence define
dim A := dim Z (A) .
For AI, A2 E Div (F), Al '" A2 implies that .c (AI) ~ .c (A2) (as vector spaces).
Also .c (0) = K, and .c (A) = 0 for A < O. Moreover, if Al ::; A2 then L (Al) <;:;; E (A2)
and dim (.c (A2) [E (Al)) ::; deg A2 - deg Al.
If A = A+ - A_ with A+, A_ ~ 0, then dim A ::; deg A+ + 1. If deg A = 0, then
A is principal if and only if dim A = 1. It can be derived that deg (x) 0 = deg (x) 00 =
[F : K (x)] for x E F"'--K, and hence
deg (x) = deg ((x)o - (x)oo) = deg (x)o - deg (x)oo = 0,
i.e. every principal ideal has degree 0, and it must have dimension 1.
Definition A.12. The genus 9 of the function field FIK is defined by
g := max {deg A - dim A + 1 : A E Div (F)} .
Theorem A.13 (Riemann). There is an integer c, depending on FIK, such that
dim A = deg A + 1 - g whenever deg A ~ c.
Definition A.14. For A E Div (F), let
i (A) := dim A - deg A + g - 1
be the index of speciality of A.
The number i (A) is a non-negative integer, and i (A) = 0 if deg A is sufficiently
large, by Riemann's Theorem.
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Á.2 Extensions
Suppose F / K and F' / K' are algebraic function fields. We call F' / K' an algebraic
extension of F / K if F' / F is an algebraic extension, and K ~ K'. The function field
F' / K'is a constant field extension of F / K if F' = F K'. F' / K'is a finite extension
of F / K if F' / F is a finite extension.
If PES (F / K) and P' E S (F' / K'), we say that P' lies over P (PI divides P, pi
is an extension of P) if P ~ Pi, and we denote this by PIIP.
Definition A.15 (Ramification index). We call e (PIlP) the ramification index of
pi over P and it satisfies e (PIlP) = e where Vp' (x) = e . Vp (x) for any x E F. We
call pIIP
ramified if e (PilP) > 1,
unramified if e (PilP) = 1.
Definition A.16 (Residue degree). We call f (PilP) the residue degree or relative
degree of pi over P and it satisfies
f (PIlP) = [F', : Fp] = [F~,: K']· [K' : K] = [K' : K] deg p'.
p [Fp: K] degP
Theorem A.17. Suppose F' / K'is a finite extension of F / K and PES (F / K) a
fixed place of F / K. If Pi, ... , Pm are all the distinct places of F' lying over P, then
m
[F' : F] =Le (PilP) . f (PilP) .
i=i
Proof. A proof can be found in most standard texts, for example [27, III.1.11] or
[25, I Par. 3 Prop. 10]. 0
Definition A.18. Let F' / K' be an algebraic extension of F / K. For a place P E
S (F / K) we define its conarm (w. r. t. F' / F) by
Con F'/F (P) := Le (PilP) . P'.
P'IP
We can extend this map in a natural way to a map
C {
Div (F) ---7 Div (F') ,
onF'/F:
L:np' P r----+ L:np' ConF'/F (P).
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A property of the conorm which we will readily apply is its good behaviour in
towers of function fields. For F ~ F' ~ Fil we have
Con Fil IF = Con Fil IF' 0 Con F'IF,
which is essentially due to the transitivity of the ramification exponent e (PilP) in
towers of function fields.
Theorem A.19. Let F / K and F' / K' be algebraic function fields with F' / F a finite
extension. Then for A E Div (F),
[F':F]
deg Con F'IF (A) = [K' : K] . deg A.
Proof. By linearity, it is sufficient to consider a prime divisor A = PES (F / K).
Then
degConF'lF (P) = deg (Lp'IP e (PilP) . pi)
= '" e (PilP) . [F', : K']~P'IP P
= '" e (PilP) . [F~,:K]
~P'IP [K':K]
= [K,l:K] Lp'lP e (PilP) [F~,: Fp] [Fp : K]
= [K,l:K] Lp'lP e (PilP) f (PilP) deg P
_ [F':F]
- [K':K] . deg P
by Theorem A.17. o
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Appendix B
MAGMA computations
In this Appendix we will summarize the computations done using the MAGMA com-
putational algebra package, version 2.10-14. For the computations done here, exten-
sive use of MAGMA's algebraic geometry and algebraic function field packages was
made.
B.1 Single extensions
In the next two propositions, a is a primitive element for lF8.
Proposition B.l. The function field given by the first step of the tower of Definition
5.1 has genus one and attains the Serre Bound.
Proof.
>GF8<a>:= GF(8);
>FO<xO>:= RationalFunctionField(GF8);
>PO<x1>: = PolynomialRing(FO);
>F1<x1>:= FunctionField(xl-2+x1+xO+1+1/xO);
>#Places (F1,1);
14
>SerreBound(F1);
14 o
Proposition B.2. Considering a single extension in the tower of Definition 5.1 over
lF8, each ao E lF8"'lF2 corresponds with exactly two possible choices of al E lF8"'lF2,
preserving these elements and implying that the places corresponding to them split
completely in all extensions of the tower.
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Proof.
>A<x,y>:= AffineSpace(GF8,2);
>C := Curve(A, x*(y-2+y)+x-2+x+l);
>Points (C) ;
{@ (a, a), (a-6, a), (a-2, a-2), (a-5, a-2), (a, a-3), (a-6, a-3),
(a-3, a-4), (a-4, a-4), (a-3, a-5), (a-4, a-5), (a-2, a-6), (a-5, a-6)
@} 0
B.2 Completely splitting extensions
We now present a MAGMA function written to search for Artin-Schreier extensions
over lFpn which have good splitting behaviour, in the sense that a tower F constructed
by means of such extensions will have IT (F)I > O. The procedure Split takes pand n
as parameters, and runs through a family of Artin-Schreier extensions over IFpn, listing
those with good splitting behaviour and low genus. A more in-depth discussion of
the approach taken is given in Section 5.4.
procedure Split(p,n);
Fq<a> := GF(p-n);
Fp := GF(p);
PP<x,y> := PolynomialRing(Fp,2);
P<x> := PolynomialRing(Fp);
q := p-n;
MaxDegree - 10;
MaxValInf - -1 ;
MinValInf - -10;
LowestGenus := 1000;
G := LowestGenus;
A<x,y> := AffineSpace(Fq, 2);
al
a8
b5
- O',
- O',
a2
a9
0; b6
0; a3 := 0; a4 := 0; a5 := 0; a6 := 0; a7 := 0;
0; alO := 0; bl := 0; b2 := 0; b3 0; b4 := 0;
0; b7 := 0; b8 := 0; b9 := 0; blO O',
for
alO in [O.. p-l], blO in [O.. p-l],
a9 in [O.. p-l], b9 in [O.. p-l],
a8 in [O.. p-l], b8 in [O.. p-l],
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a7 in [0..p-i], b7 in [O..p-i],
a6 in [O..p-i], b6 in [O..p-i],
a5 in [0..p-i], b5 in [O..p-i],
a4 in [0..p-i], b4 in [O..p-i],
a3 in [0..p-i], b3 in [O..p-i],
a2 in [O..p-i], b2 in [O..p-i],
ai in [O..p-i], bi in [O..p-i],
aO in [0..p-i], bO in [0..p-i]
do
if «bi ne 0) or (b2 ne 0) or (b3 ne 0) or (b4 ne 0) or
(b5 ne 0) or (b6 ne 0) or (b7 ne 0) or (bS ne 0) or
(b9 ne 0) or (biO ne 0»
then
a<x> aO+ai*x+a2*x-2+a3*x-3+a4*x-4+a5*x-5+a6*x-6+a7*x-7+
as*x-S+a9*x-9+aiO*x-iO;
b<x> bO+bi*x+b2*x-2+b3*x-3+b4*x-4+b5*x-5+b6*x-6+b7*x-7+
bS*x-S+b9*x-9+biO*x-iO;
v := Degree(b,x)-Degree(a,x);
if ((v le MaxVallnf) and (v ge MinVallnf) and
(Degree(a,x) Ie MaxDegree) and
(Degree(b,x) le MaxDegree»
then
C<x,y>
X P [i]
Curve(A, b*(y-p-y)-a);
P in Points(C);
P in Points(C);Y P [2]
XY := X meet Y;
if (IsIrreducible(C» then
if (#Y ge i) then
if (Y subset X) then
G := Genus(C);
if ((G Ie LowestGenus) and (G ge i» then
LowestGenus := G;
"Equation: y" ,p," - y = a(x)/b(x) with
"a(x) = ",a;
, 'b (x) = ", b;
" .,
Splitter {<x,#{y y in Fq [x, y] in C}> x in X};
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"Splitting of X : ", Splitter;
"Points: ",Points(C);
"v_inf(a/b)=",v,", T =",#(X),",N(C»=",
#Points(C)," ,g(F)=" ,G;
" ". ,
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end for;
end procedure;
Note that some aspects of the search as done by Split can be customized. For
example the allowable values at the infinite place of the rational function f (x) =
a (x) [b (x) can be set by changing MinValInf and MaxValInf, of which the default
settings are to only allow Voo (1) = -1, thereby minimizing the different exponents
in the Artin-Schreier extension.
An interesting case is running procedure Split with parameters p = 2 and n = 3
(i.e. over lF8). This yields many possible extensions, of which the first one is
Equation: y-2 _ Y = a(x)/b(x) with
a(x) = x-2 + x + 1
b(x) = x
Splitting of X : { <a, 2>, <a-3, 2>, <a-5, 2>, <a-6, 2>, <a-4, 2>,
<a-2, 2> }
Points {@ (a, a) , (a-6, a) , (a-2, a-2) , (a-5, a-2), (a, a-3) ,
(a-6, a-3), (a-3, a-4), (a-4, a-4), (a-3, a-5), (a-4, a-5),
(a-2, a-6), (a-5, a-6) @}
v_inf(a/b)= -1 , T = 6 , N(F) >= 12 , g(F) = 1
This corresponds exactly to a typical extension of the tower :F of Definition 5.1
and yields the splitting behaviour as shown in Proposition B.2. This example shows
that Split can indeed find candidates for defining equations which may yield asymp-
totically good towers of function fields, and in particular finds the defining equation
of the tower of Van del' Geer and Van der Vlugt very quickly. Trial runs and results
over fields other than If8 are discussed in Section 5.4.
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List of Notation
N natural numbers
Zintegers
Q rational numbers
IR real numbers
C complex numbers
IFq finite field with q = pn elements, p prime
Sn symmetric group on ti elements
laJ integer part of the real number a
F/ K algebraic function field of one variable
o valuation ring of F/ K
Ox group of units of 0
P place of F/ K
S (F/ K) set of places of F/ K
Op valuation ring corresponding to the place P
Vp discrete valuation corresponding to the place P
Fp residue class ring Op/ P corresponding to P
x (P) residue class of x E Op in F»
Div (F) divisor group of F / K
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Prin (F) group of principal divisors of F / K
Cl (F) divisor class group of F / K
.c (A) space of functions associated with A E Div (F)
AF adele space of F/ K
AF (A) adele space of F/ K associated with A E Div (F)
nF module of Weil differentials of F/ K
nF (A) module of Weil differentials of F/ K associated with A E Div (F)
(w) divisor of a nonzero Weil differential
W canonical divisor
pIIP the place pi lies over the place P
e (PilP) ramification index of pi over P
f (PilP) residue degree of pi over P
Cp complementary module over Op
d (PilP) different exponent of pi over P
Diff(F' / F) different divisor of F' / F
TI'F' IF trace map from F' to F
NFIIF norm map from F' to F
CotrF'IF cotrace of a Weil differential w E nF
ConF' I F conorm of a place or divisor in F' / F
N (F) # {P E S (F / K) : deg P = 1}
Nq (g) max {N (F) : F / K is a function field over IFq, 9 (F / K) = g}
A(q) limsuPg-tooNq(g)/g
V (F) the ramification locus of the tower F
T (F) the places of degree one in FI in F = (FI, F2' ...) which are completely splitting
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